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Special
enit To Speak At
MSU Aturnni Banquet
flaixy Wilson, a inealhor-let,the-----Gurris.will-bethe-hostand
•- Class of 1935 and for 24 years a special the altinuii scholarships, valued at $500
agent with the Federal Bureau of each, while- hiembers of the families
Investigation,- will be the featured and friends of those for whom the
speaker at Murray State 'University's memorial and special scholarships are
aluinnibanqeetApril-311a named- will make thosepresentations.
!Ow prdSeZt Manager-Tor security
systemt --sdevelopment with the
Bellevue, Wa4k., public schools, Wilson
The banquet will begin at 6:30 p.nni in
Beshear Gymnasium of the Student
• Center with Alumni President Richard
- is a nationally-reCogaimed authority on Lewis of Benton presiding. - •
violence and vandalism..., , In addition -to Wilson's -address, the
' The day's activities willatart with a program also 'includes the an-
. 12:30 p.m. luncheon in Wilow nouncement of this year's rectient of
Cafeteria 'aener-inff -the --C'eldert-end theratinfulshed.proTeskir Aliard and
Silver Anniversary classes. The classet ••, ,-(ecognition of the newly-name&.
inclii ed 37 members, of whom 26  _Distinguished Alumni. _
_ . _ _ere still living, and was the second class
to be -graduated-from the institution.-  Dr. ResAlexatieler, a professor in the
The Class of 1952 -is the Silver Department of Recreation and -
•-Anniversary class- , Physical Faiuratiori, last year became
The, public is invited, and 4teser- the 13th faculty member to receive the 
uñnshuldbemadeweafl:.a*in-.shed Profelsor4tkard, while
, office in. Sparks Hall before April 22. Dr, Van Bogard Duun„DelawItre; Ohio,
" Tickets are 84.25 each. • Dr. Donald M. Prince, Winnetkii;,Itl.,
From 2 until 4 p.m, the two honored and Dr. L.A. Hortin,LMurriii, were..
classes will hold reunions_in the Student named Distinguished Alumni, bringing
Center, formerli-the-----Unriversity t8 19 the number so honored in the 54-
Laboratory School, and ,gain the year history of the institution.. . . rCua'
Recipients Of more than 70 alumni, Pembroke) WM be installed as the new- •
— memoriald- ral-.-R-1_18.13fIffiliti—OltilffIlligealdeifreatitiltithtlftrfiewly-
^ awarded through _the. efeeted members ot the alunua council.
Association each year and their parer% -.: IfiC;kets .for the banquet are $4 each
will be special guests at a reception at- -- and reservations; -also needed not later
, 540 p.m. in theThorestighbred Snack than Ap1a-22, should be made with' the
Bar of the Student Ceder. . - 1 ' alumni 'offic,e,---iiceor-diag-to-Alunini--
Murfirk President, Constantine W. Director Maned J. Vinson.
CANCER CRUSADE V,OLUNTEEFtS-Fay Swann, right, looks at some of the
material in her packet for volunteers to help in the Calloway County
American Cancer Society Crusade conducted during April ip Murray and
Calloway County by volunteer workers. Talking with Mrs: Swann at the
amen house coffee held Thursday at the Holiday Inn for all volunteers
- were, left to right, Laurine Andrus, Eileen Usrey, and Lemma Warren of the
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, coordinators of the can-
cer drive each year. Mrs. Usrey and Mrs. Warren. are 4(5., Crusade co-
chairmen and urge all volunteers to get their packets as soon as possible.
They also urge the public to give generously to this crusade to raise funds
--Ti-ofiesearch iii The fightagainst cancer. 5tHI Aoki by Davi° Hill
POPCORN _PRINCESS - Petite Miss Liiida McCuis center, was selec-
ted as the first annual Popcorn Princesslast night from a Id of 15 yoeng-•
Toitgres entered in the Murray Optimist Club's Popcorn Princes ?avant
the opersingevent of The Popcon-ilUiiiin-ikb-SiMcCuiston, the laughter -
of Mr. and Mrs_ Masop,,a'AcCuistonotAti.is a senior:at Calloway
left is Miss Mary Smock, daughter or Air. and Mrs. Hunt Smock of Riv
wood Drive, who was selected first runnerup. Miss Smock is a sophomore
-Murray-High. right-it -Peari- ierhaosorr, -second
is the (builder of Ntrs,--Pautiast !Anson of Callowas- Aire.- and -is-a-
sophomore at Murray High. All proceeds-of the Popcorn Bonanza are .eau___
marked-tor the Calloway Sco-l-s-' friothAliprograr-Ts. The Bonanza .con.
tinues -today with softball and tennis tourriaiiiink'a. bean lUnclieonifa•
bluegrass festival and the feature event. a-four-wheel drive pull which-
begins tonight at 7 p. m. Headquarters for the Bonanza is--the MSU Expo
Center on-College Farm road. • - Staff Photo by Gen
e Aitiutchron
Richard W,. "Dec" Farrell, charrrnar
of the Department of Music and a
fixture on the campus of Murray State
Univepsity ter 32 years. has announce!'
-that he will retire this summer.
ChcVer Donates 40 Pints
Of Blood T-o Local Hospital Bank
When members of the Murray
chapter of the Vocational Industrial
Arts Clubs of America decided to do
something for the betterment of their
tommunity, -they wanted to do
something which had a definite and -
significant impact.
And so they did just that.
• On March 10, after working out the
details with the coordinator for the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
' Bluud Bank, David -Walker-, they-met
with medical assistants at the Murray
Vocational Center and pumped out
forty pints of blood to add to the blOdir
bank's current stock.
Ankaccording co the Director of the
Vocational Center, Jim Lawson, that
was a first, the first-donations to the
hospital's stock of the crucial fluid to
come from a ,youth organization in
Murray.
All of the donors had to meet the 18-
year-old age requirement, or be 17 with
their parents' permission to make the
donation. -
'.ationetheless, of the organization's 87
Members, almost half were able to
contribute to the oft,'
TAKING IT EASY-Dan Dillon, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Dillon_Dexter, Ky., .
relaxes while Beth Lassiter, Murray Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank
Technician takes a pint of his blood during the recent Vocational Industrial
Arts Club voluntary blood donations.
•v- .: Ptioto Cook-icy of Kathy HOdge
Besides donating blood, the mcrnber,
*ere "typed"-and had their mune;
added to the hoOpital's list of volunteer.
_slonors for the community.-
That becomes significant when ,f1C
considers that there are different,
procedures involved in blood donata,a
and-the - distribtitioh of .that
fluid between the local conurairao-
. which have their own tailunte.-•:.
program and the American ged Cros
Murray-Calloway CountY Hopitai
Public Relations representative Kathy
Hodge eitplained sole of the chi-
feebit..cs.
-"MoOf people th‘k that  when they
give blood to theAtifelican Red -Cross •
when it comearoend tb Murray that
-that blood7Stays here in the coin-
- munity," she stated: .
-But it doesn't," she went on.- --And
---,usually it ,gots straight to Padutah, s71
theenly-bilmalately available soiiii-2e
we, --btood is the stock vie-have- --
from vo• donations." •
, 1 She went o o explain .that the
hospital maintains tickpile of about
2,000: pints of blood an at since it
loaned the American Ass lion 4.-
Blood Banks in 1974, the local h I
has not had to buy or go_outside its o
donor lists. -
There are Other organizations which
donate -blood to the. local blood bank, 
'perhaPs the- mcitirnotable being the
local Lions Club whose Members have
helped with arrangements for local
donations.. bnt perhaps even more
importantly have helped with the funds
and RC Jilti Lason puts it
soPhisticated contributions," load
cleansing" machine just to_jine one.
So it would appçarthat advisor.
:,Bruce Shaffer and.4e members of-the
VICA pick winner for their ;
donations -
lieplanstaisstea down officially Jlicie- .-
30 - but said he will continue to serve
as long asis necessary to find/a new
chairman and to make the trapiition. 
Farrell, known fop his, witand for his
total inokemeuEbaFoLtiv 
on the campus down thr6ngh the
came to the campus, banOli ectorin
nn!i_ bpp3tap iStpartmentiti 
chairman upon the retirement of Price
"Pop" Doyle in 195, . • •.
He feels Mat' the .continuing growth
and develnpment of the department
, since Deile's retirement is probably his
- greatest achievement. •
• "Pop set the direction and laid the
.fehndation," Farrell recalled. 'HIS
Were big shoes - and I atri grateful I
had the opportunity to pick .ep where-he
left off and proudillifilie program in
• _music has continued to- grow-in stature
-as well as in inernberS.
Farrell, a native-of Marseilles, Olt% ,
remeinbers 'his. selection as the
Distinguished Prefessor of the Year
Award in 1975 as his "greatest personal
satisfaction." He said of that honor: '
- "Just to be in the company of the
outstanding people who -have been so
recognized' makes it (me of the most
meaningful ineinotieS rittny reef:-
Perhaps his strongest-idtitratims.
at Murray State are with the annual.
"Canvas' Lights" production-..and-.the
Quad-State Music F'estivalo,
served as adviser to "Campus Lights"
since_1942-ind was-the first Quad-State
band director, a position he held
several years. He was awarded a Silver
Anniversary- plaque' of appreciation •in
1972 for his leadership during the first
2s years of the Quad-State - Misit
Festivals. "
When the, new fine arts additt
dedicated in 1971, the recite 1 intthe
'lily was named. t 'chard W
Recital Ha n 1970, his por-
the Gamma 1 •
Of Phi Mu AlphaSinfor .1,,
rved as chapter advisor for 30
An album 6. 1 excerpts by in-
--strufientaland vocal ensembles•inthe
• Department of Music .is dedicated
. Farrell. Entitled "Here's-to the
albten hgr been distributed by the




,FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - An in-
vestigation -of allegations about'
Dematratie. fUnd-raising- among strip
mine_verators died on the vine Friday
when -the -Failette commonwealth's
attorney announced he has uncover
no wrongdoing.
Pat Molloy said his inquiry, does not -
show that,party leaders were-Pailitit_
pressure on the operators for campaign.
contributions. ;
The, charges were made last
Februari at Lexington by 1st District'
•Congressman Carroll Hubbard. 
Gov-hilian Carroll asked Atty Gen_ -
Robert _Stephens to investigate, but..
Stephens dropped • the probe after
saying he had been accused of bias by
the congressman. • • -
Hi, turned it over_ La Molloy a few-
weeks - sinceitubbard had trtz- '
dicated the purported fund-raising was
for the Lexington-Fayette County
mayor's race in May.
Molloy-said he found, no. heals for a
grand jury investigatien 4fld  consir*rs
the matter closed, - .
The governin's off iej declined •
comment juntil it .leceives Molly's 
report:- .
The prosecutor said he talked-with
Hubbard and ;others . the
congrestman told Him he never alleged
any Illegalities. • .
Hubbard- was Implying that the ad-
ministration's favorite would get any
proceeds in the Lexington area contest.
Thae-puirda tar -James-Amato, Who
recently headed the state Department
Of Akolicinclieverage Control - 
Hubbard contended lhat both. the
ne,ws media and the governor
overreacted to his statement - "an
- overly publiciied bretiliahalw-ealled-
- • -----
- He said he irrerely -asserted that -
Democratic party leaders were
campaign contributions from,
operators for use 'in the mayoral
election.
About 3,000 students in 31 junior high,
Middle school and high school bands in
'West. KentitricY have .been on - the.
Murray- -Slate - .44niversity- etunpuis.
Friday and today for the First Region
Band Festival.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
Department of Music at Mtutay State
and the festival, manager., said.schooLIL
will be classified acconling to the
difficulty of music' selected. for the
pcgram sponsored by-the--Kraitw4y -
Mute.Educatora itasociationallEal-
• Schoehi' 'the- reiiefv-
are:
High Schools Trigg County,
Mayfield, Marshall County, Caldwell
County, Heath, Paducahlghman,
Lone ,.-Oak, Reidland, Murrals-,ttwo
bands), . Calloway County, CarNe.
County, Providence, Livingston _Ceti-, •-".-
tral, Crittenden Cot4ty, and Lyon
County. -
Junk_high and middle schools '-
Crittenden County Middle, Livingston
County, • Heath Middle, Fteidland
-Middle, Murray -Middle • (two bands),
Trigg County Middle, Lone Oak Middle,
_Mayfield Middle, Milord County
Middle, South Marshall Junior High,
Jetton Junior High, Caldwell etitudy
Junior Hiatt, North Karshall Junior
• High, and Benton-Junior-High. •
The festival lathe fourth and final in a
series which has included solos and
ensembles, choral," and pima, -air
sponsored by the -19%4EA at Murray
State. The KMEA also • sponsors" a
Regional Marching /land Festivir each
fall.
Farrell, who serves as manager of all
ICMEA regional music festivals on the
campus,- said _the public is Invited to
_atteadat no admission charge_ "to lend
-support and to observelhe fine work
Being done in the public schools of the
area.
EECH WINNERS-Winners of the Calloway County 4-11. Speech Con-, .--""
test, sponsored by the Kiw_anis Club of Murray, delivered their winning
speeches before the Kiwanis Club-on Thursday evening. Contest chairdian,
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, presented each winner with a plaque mill a cer-
tificate of appreciation-on-behalf of the club:-Pistured-, teft.,16.410, front
row, [Livid Grady and Michele Jarrett, back row,.Baym Grady, Dr. Ever-
smeyer, Chuck Harrison, and Trisha Clark: • ,
< •
---,Many rest of-iffe area -directly affeetetUiy the -
Tennes,oeir- ombigbee 'Waterway feel that If should
corpleted. M editorial addressed to that point appears
today's Opinion Page, Page 4.
Press RoW,lii Frankfoli seems to be having a, field day
with miscues in state-goverhment. Regular columnist S.
C. Van Curon speaks on that issue' in his "Agree or Not"
column on today's Opinion Page, Page -4.




t, Stinday. Rain chances' 50 per cent.- _, Comics 
11, 12
tonight. . Classifieds 
 11, 12
• • Crossword.. , 12
. Deaths & Funerals,' • •
-  2, 3Rain ending and becoming Local Scene 
cooler tonight. Cloudy, windy and Horoscopes 
 2
.cold on Sunday. Lows 'tonight in ' Dear Abby 
the Osto1w 40s. Highs Sunday Optnioe Page 
4
the 50s. Winds northwesterly te".• SP°115-
' 30 miles an hour Jpnigh Fins Pagesa t
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1: Married 50 Years Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1977
What kind_ of' darltvill- confusion. A good activity day
tomorrow...be? To find out what fur those born under this Sign.
the stars say, read the forecast'--SAGIITARIUS
'girt. for yoUr birth Sign. (Nov. 23 tp Dec. 21) litir0
When y)(1 believe in anytng,
.ARIES' - esroiA your enthusiasm is so intense it
V. (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' - iacontagious, so make sure you
ff With your personality and are correct. A day in which your
- penman( . ell c.p be an influence will. be strongly felt.
effective tnfluehce in aierir -
where stumbling-blocks have CAPRICORN 
sper,v
been raised. Your spirit of DerGoi;dnsatetu .inflaeV) acec_in.%/
enterprise stimulated.
tellectual and cr.ealivapursuiti., _TAURUS
11 r. dd.& Mrs:, Bernice F.- Bishop
Bend-ft-F.
'
willr. and Mrs.  Bishop of New Concord 
brate their-fiftieth-wedding anniversary with an open
bbuse at their home on Sunday, April 10.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to five p. - •
1- The couple was married on April 13, 1927. Mrs. Bishop; The
rmer Vinnie Curtis, is the daughter of &late Myrtle Jordan
gurtis and'Harris Curtis of McEwen, Tn. Mr. Bishop is the son
the late Gather Bishop and Minnie Myrtle Beard Bishop of
prig, Tn.
'*: Their eight children- are' Mrs.' William (Geneva)- Bell,
t/roit. Mich.. Mrs. Robert (Myrtle)Garner and Lawrenceey Bishop, New Concord, Ws. Sidney (filltne.$) Self, Cuin-
tertand Ftutnace, Tn., Mrs. James (Nancy) Futrell, Murray,
Rharles Bishop, LaGrange, lll., Mrs. Dan (Nell) McCuisten,
Manassas, Va., and Mrs. Jerry (Joyce) Browner, Murray
Itoute Five. • •




__Youngsters will love Peanut Butter Rolls and Mom
%ill think' of them as snacking magic! Blend .one-half
k.up pancake and waffle syrup with one-half cup creamy
or chunky peanut butter. Spread on cat sides of six split
--frankfurter rolls. Place in pre-heated -broiler for one to
two 9nuies. & Until-golden -brown. Makes six servings.
Jerry Humphreys
formerly a partner in
-Vaughn and Humphrey's
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning





Call us for your heating and




























.(Apr. 21 to ?day 21) should be stimulated. Do not
overestimate your set-up,Make an extra effort to get
things off tea better start for a hewever. All gains won't come
'And tion't overlook ANY - new - AQUt- -...4;:.
much-improved work week-. _at once.
opportunity. t ._ (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -
GEMINI 2,09- Some dubious schemes may
(May .22 to June 21) be suggested. Be alert - and
Mercury not too helpful now, reject promptly. Also, avoid
Be circumspect in writings, unconventional behavior, ex-
careful in Wan% Papers. alert - tremes in word or deed.
if traveling. Accuracy essen-
so (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Cr
One of those mixed period(June 22-to July n)
Study propositions and the vfhith can bring both the
people behind them.. Neither_ tteryday and the unusual. Seek
make agreements too quickly expert' ad-ilea-AM -tipInforts to
nor daily 4161 you lose chances,. cope with the latter.
Use your good judgment%
LEO YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 3Sr- . ''extremelpactive,bethisientally--
Tact Rid finesse should help • and physically. You are am-
you at attain-ends you could not bilious and 2 hard worker but,
achieve by force.- Be especially - in striving for your goals, you
diplomatic :4;iefealings with often go off on tangents im-
superiors. pulsively, thus negating
VIRGO previous efforts. Much self-
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23-- -- -a metal( is needed: here 
-
A new approach may be especially'in controlling a too-
needed in some areas, in order • lively imagination as wellss the
to cope ' with • unexpected ernotiens. Tendencies toward
situations but day, on the whole,
stimulates incentive, can bring
advancement.
LIBRA
(Sept.-24 to Oct. 23) 'Dart
Pull up the reins rather than .
rush ahead helter-Sketter. You
could get into trouble if you use
the wrong tactics. Heed your
-creative urges. -
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Int&




selfishness should also be
curbed before you can fully
realize all of your potentials -
and they are many! Eftremely
vetsatile, there are rnany heists--
open to you and, properly
 educated,
make a highly successful artist,
musician, educator, -politician
or sculptor. If you choose
business as a career,
manufacturing would be your
best bet. Birthdate of: Arthur
Murray, dance instructor.
I. • .•
Spring a Young Girl's Fancy
ALL DRESSED UP—and lots of places to go. This
spring finery goes everywhere, And whIttever the
event, the 4 to 6X lassie will look lovely in this
peach zip-back A-line princess dress with matching
unlined coat; both are elegantly frosted with
touches of pure white lace. Easy care, too, since it's







. Judr's Sausage Ceci'
French Bread Salad Bowl
Fruit and Cheese
. JUDY'S SAUSAGE CECI
Flavorsome , and iner-
pensive.
4 Italian sweet sausages, a
generoUS-t; 'pound •
1 small onion, finely
chopped





In a 10-inch skillet brown
sau-sages and cook through; re-
• move ao4;1 slice. Pour off any
excess fit in skillet; add onion
to remaining fat..jd cook gent-
' ly .untit lightly b . Add
"sausage, tomato sauce and
chick peas. Simmer to heat and





(Mar. 22 to Apr. 20)
A splendid period in which to
renew affectionate ties -through
mutual interests and pleasures.
Your domestic affairs
especiallyAU     US favored.T 
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your artistry and creativity
stimulated. A time to "dress
up" old ideas and methods and
make them more attractive.
GEMINI
(May n to June 2r)
Fine influences!. You should
be able to hurdle almost any
obstacle now, but curb ten-
._...deneins toward emotionalism
and impulsiveness. •
CANCER - - • A%
(June 72 to July 23) • ma rional
You can expect a pleasant
day, with associates full of good
will and pongeniality. Day
especially revert community
affairs, cultural interests and
social functions.
LEO .J y 24 tii.Aug 23) '12fg
nol-becorhe ffustiated
over possiblet. delays and .vitality. You have a magnetic 
disappointinenta. And DO 'personality, enjoy people, 
,
watch the ."litile things" w
could cause *me
friction in close circles.
vinto rot&
( Aug. 24-to Sept. 23) "e
Do not teethe unfamiliar keep
you froth accepting it on that
basis- alone. 'Where you
carefully check for flaws and
find none, invite the innovation.
_
41BR4
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
Unless careful, you could
cably,involved in
On iny birthday, God took my 4-yegr:old
a inast undesirable situation.- not take up some for-in of
TheyWere Oayint--ITiffe-and-go-seek witti 
daughters. 
S little friend, • Doin:t PLAY BAT!. with as an occupation, yon,„, .
and-both of them "hid'-in anebandosi9d ice box that hod - nomart•ter 
wuld slAfelY enjoy - a hobby
been stored . in a neighbor •ti.-,glir age: Vire. searched 
howstim





frantically for seven hours, bia.bY the time we found them "1' "wine"' •SCORPIO
they had both suffueetedsvi‘. 
nvelt, music, the theater, the law,
. On our 25th wedding anniversary, my husband and I 
mushrA bit00finfrithefidtolya dvcisrceoficotaubt __auol:thoriyashingtori; John BurrI vingow,6sAinepc,ert.,..
received the hews that our only remaining dkughter had move. Will hesitate to grab the naturalist;•.Marlon 13rando and
been killed inn -autontebile--amidenk..-on-her. honeymoon! - dunce when yoe get I. - Doris Day, film star* - -
Somehow-my ,husbfind and I continued to believe in-the
wisdom and goodness of the Lord. And we still do.
NEVER A DOUBT
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van -Buren, .132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's.booklet
"HOw to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long. sell-addressed, stamped (240 envelope.
Mr., Mrs. Mines
Go To Manila
After 46 years of ministry,
Marshall G. Mines has retired
partially.
At 63, he and his wife leave
this month for a year in
Manila, in the Philippines, to
serve as Volunteer
Missionaries in the Baptist
Publication Center there,
while one of the Career
Missionaries gee:mu furlough.
Mines has been a pastor, an.
army chaplain, -a city
missionary„ And for the last 
three years was Dtan of
Students and Registrar at
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College in Mayfield. Since 1959
he has operated a hobby print
gb-511 called "Missionary
Frets," and has been most




Mission Program '-of the
Foreign Mission Board, Mines
and his wife will serve withput
salary.
Anyone_ wanting a copY- of
their missionary newsletter,
called "PR," should send a
self addressed stamped en-




' A 15-cubic-foot fro:oat-free
refrigerator uses about 24 per
cent more fuel energy when
the room temperature is 90
degrees fahrenheit than when




 Eructs Drake 
Death Not Goodby,
But 'See You Later'
By Abigail Van Buren
_ . . _
-1/1.A1t -ABBY: I would like to -submit a--thought in
response to your writer,- HAVING DO! BTS,Viho felt that
God was punishing her by "taking" litIth her parents on
cta,•s- that called for celebrations., (Her birthday and
wed-dint anniversary.)
My brother-in-law 'cried on his wife's birthday. At the
funeral service, the minister suggested that, we think of it
as the husband's birthday, too; the birth of a new spiritual
awakening of a loved one who was continuing his journey,
and- returning home to his Father's house.
He said, "Bodies wear out, but the soul lives.on; and as
we go through - the cycle of birth, growth, death, and
r.birth,"human continues. We miss the physics'-
contact of those dear to us. yet who would ,hinder progress ,.
and perhaps more expansive experiences for them?"
It is possible that the spiritual environment that awaits'
each dfiW when our purpose-here has been achieved
surpasses'anything that human senses eould discern,
including the most devout loving relationships: •
Faith assures us of love's eternity. Not "Goodby" -just a
--OffIC" -"Self" —
Rirrrt•
DEAR RUTH: Thank you for a beautiful letter. It brings
to mind this eloquent point lay4ucEll-Mattisori:
LIFE
lersQ'co-Lmivperehending death; v
To see the majesty of snow
Is to know
_That it will- dIsappem,
And love it.
DEAR ABBY: May! respond to the woman whe7signed




could pay you to
see us."
-Reason No. 15 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.
Even the short form is more complicated
this yeoar. So to be sure you pay the
smallest legitimate tax—it could.pay you to
see Block. And if switching to the long
form will save you money, well show-you
just how much
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
011101 !OM. 9 sm. to 6 pos. asiolidow, 6-4‘. 99 I 664. S.C.
=
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 3, 1977
What kind of - day will SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 41°440:,...
the stars say, read the forecast A pleasant surprise due. You
given for your birth Sign. finally receive assurance tbat
your ideas are sound and will be
carried out - bringing a





22 to Jan. 20) Ida
Get aillirornisa in writing.
Others will respect you, if fair
but firm. A slight di p-
pointment could ..eve
redound to your benefit, so....
patience!
AQUARIUS .o.ovitA
(Ian. 21 to Feb. 19)
Caution will be your ally now.
Be wary - and . a- shrewd ob-
server. A so-called friend may
be trying some unsavory
maneuvers: Watch and wait -
and you will emerge victorious.
PISCES - • It
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) "
A good time to take the
initiative in business matters, to
express independence of.
thought and -action. You are
sometimes to hesitant fee your
owiritocid. .
YOU BORN--"TODAY are
governed ,by Mars, zodiacal
Sigh of- strength,. ,purpose,
versatility, mental and physical
-seeing new places,-- el for
adventure. You love to en-
tertain and you make friends
along life's way - but you- .
sometimes lose them through
overaggressiveness or an oc-
caSional tendency to "talk out of
turn." Try to curb these traits
- for your own peace of mind -
These are many fields in which
you .coild carve a successful
career but, with your- gift-for
words, you would probably
jorwriting the moat. If you do -
(Oct. 2410 Nov. 22) politics, sculpture. Birthdate
General- -George A. Custer,
famous for his last stand at
the Little Big Horn, was a
redhead.
/44.441.4.4,-
8r14.4-4 7 _4. 1-'47,62)
Around Fern Terrace we can tell its spring. We
see more smiles, residents out for walks and
fresh flowers in the dayroorn.
We were entertained last Thursday night by
the "Kentucky Lake Band" from Benton and Sun-
day night by the "Fire Mountain Boys." Our
residents always enjoy good music and en-
tertainment of all kinds.
We are fortunate to have wonderful people in
our communities who are always willing to give
their talents and time to make 'others happy.
Thanks to all of you.
We are now thinking about our election which
will be held April 14th to select our candidates
for our King and Queen Contest to be held May
1st. The resients are the only ones who can vote.
We want to say "Welcome" to Bessie West to
our family.
We also wish a Speedy Recivery to Edgar
Campbell and Clarence Vinson. We hope they
-will-soon be back home.
Our Joke for the Week
If a nickel knew what it is worth today, it would
feel like two cents.
WHAT A CHOICE
They 4/7
Sun -2 30,7 30
Mn. -Tbur -7 30 Onl)
Fn &Sat.-7 30,9 25
uprogriously funny ccelakly"
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Sun • 2 30.7 30
Mon- - Thor -7 30 On13
Fr, &Sat -730.9 IS
No One Under 17 Admitted
ow. Thro 4/7 
Sun -3-30730
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Saturday, April!
'Ruling' Star lodge No. Si F..
& A. M. will meet at the lodge
,.'hal at sevenp.M..
Deadline for reservations
for Hazel High School Alumni
_Aliriner on April 9 is today. Call
To Scruggs, Ray Dunn,
Griaelda- Adams, or Myrtle
White for-reservations.
Popcorn Bonanza will
continue at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center with activities to be a
foar-wheel -.pull,. tennis and
'softball thurnament, corn-
bread and beans dinner, and
Bluegrass music festival. Call





without cutting out those 11
swats a day. You cam eat gut&
eked:, while you lase pomade
of unwanted fat so you follow
the X-11 Baduciag ;Net Plan.
No starvatioa dieting. Take a
X-11 Tablet before
egiorte
Wilt" down goes your weight
the X-11 Pka—.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Year maw" raNadol bf wasaufatturer,
— a* queatioas masa — if Tr awe a.






Easter .Egg be at
twelve noon on the back yard'
of Regents Hall Dormitory;
-MSU, and is open to childrenr.
twelve years and under. The
event- will be- sponsored *
Essence and Twenty Grand of
MSU. •
Murray State will play
North Dakota at oilier. m•-and
Brown University at three p.
m. in baseball at Reagan
GrgUpS of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lothe Moon with
Mrs. Henry Warren at seven
Sigma Department, Murray
,Ilftenares Club; will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club hoUse
With- Dr. -James -Itayes as
cpPaker.
Fifth Annual Mardi Gras
will be held by the French' and -
Spanjsh Clubs at Murray High




Manny State with Purdue at,
one p.-M. arrl Brown apthree.
'Km. will at Reagan
Frances
-
 Beard, Paducah, will
be at two p. m., and joint




_Brandenburg, , will be at 3:30 p.
M., both at the Farrell Recital
Hall of the;Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Blood River Baptist Church





Teachers will meet- at Ellis
Center at two p.m. Dr. Matt Tuesday, April 5
Spartan= will introduce the Drug., Council meeting 'at HOPKINS ItOY_
"Wagragl• Peopiels_Bank, 12th and., Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
01.-iut, 7:00 p. ' m. 'Public' Hopkins, Mariay Route Six,
Chapter M'at P-E-0- wtr'Ndirited. PurpOse Is to inform are the parents of a baby hot
meet with Mrs. Henry .community of goals and Jason Wayne, weighing eight
McKenzie at 7:30 p.m. Mrs- 'projects of the Council. measuring 204 inches,
Lewis Bossing will give the on Smiley, March 27, at
-Delta Department, Murray
' *
Ellis Center will be aPea
from ten a.m. to three pi& for
senior citizens with band
practice at one p.m_ and sock
lunch at nom. Call 753-9725 far
traosportatiall-
Group II st Clwiatian
Church CWF will meet it the
  , churcb liVary witirldrs. W. j.
Executive Bniii'd; Murray Gilman and Mrs. B. Fair as
Woman's Club, will meet at -hostesses and with Mrs.
11:30 a.m. at the -club house. James, Hart giving the
program. Love offerings
C,oldwiter United MethodiSt should be brought.
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. .
. 7:1tIrve6... awtill ribeF7:- rat
Presbyterian thumb- Main
and Nth Streets.
Day Crafts group Of the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet with Ellen
Bowen, Rothe Two, at 9:30
a.m.
Group IV of First Christian
Church CWF. will meet at the
_bome of Mrs. Bailey Gore,
1603 Sunset, at 7:39. p.m. Itith
-program by Mrs. pan
McKeel. • --
Detter Senior -C•itizear'll
;•Itardin Senior CIVizens-trill —Meet-art:he Dexter at
have a Work-day tfreal 9:30 9730-0.m.---
a.m. to three p.m.
Meit,W program for senior
citizens will be at North 2nd
Street Center at twelve noon.
For reservations call 75341932
and for transportation 753-
9725. Activities will be at-one
p.m.
Social breakfast will be
from 7:39 to ten- a.m. by the
Hardin Senior: Citizens with
shenping iron) ten a.m. to four
  •
_Groups, First Baptist
Church Women, will net as 
follows! Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Ray *pre and
Dprothy with Mrs. G. 4°M
Knight at ten a.m., and Bea
Walker with Mrs. Sautes 
"Kegers_at 7 30p,m '
753-0317
Check with us for
Decorating ideas and
order your Easter Plants Now!- -
inquire about
ow NEW Service SO*
_* Book A 
Plant Party
Woman's Chtp, will meet at
-7:30 p.m.- AC. the club hatise
with the program by. .Hellon
Carlin.. - .
,
  , Kappa Department, Murray ,
woMari's Club, will meet-ilat
'w 730 .p.m.at the club house
--• with a panel discussion by
* William Porter, Kenneth.
* • hriei, arictiIaWffuit
* ‘,"?
/ .Fixwt..Baptist Church Whfl)
nine a.m. at church.
4/ general. meeting will be at
/ *
lenior, Adult potluck lun-
cheon Will be at First Baptist
Church at twelve noon.
the MSU Student Govt Assn.
Presents
MUsical entertainment for the entire t,am i ly
Show Date, Tirtie 8 PM April 11.
WI cation MSU FIELD HOUSE
Ticket Available 1::"Ich'AscimaCcelt7e
6
  0.,114,01..v adirrxr zat
'manager at Purchase Tire
Mart, and the mother-is Os-
leave from Murray Statf
University..
Maternal grandparents ere,
Mr. and Mrs.- Solon Hale of
Murray ancL Earl Hudgins:of
Thomaston, Ga. Paternal
_grandparents ere Mr_ and
Mrs. Newell 'Hopkins of
Murray. Great grandparents
Myrtle Overby of
Murray, Mrs R. D. Black of
ThOmaston, Ga., Mrs. Vernon
Halt of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
B. D. Crass of Kirksey Route




Lanny Turner of Murray





. Cold water washing is in -
astft in DO_At t • due to
• the current economic- sit us-
•tion. .If you're using cold
water for laundry, here are
-some precautions to take
Use at least the amyunt of
detergent" recommended on
the package, perhaps t_ little
more to compensate for the
limitations of cold water A
bleach substitute such as Bur-
steam Plus is a big help too
Since most powdered
laundry products dissolve
slowly in cold wear:, add
product to the wash water
and let agitation start before
clothes are added If Gni is
not possible; the product, can
be pre-dissolvell _in - a jug or
bottle before adding to the
washer
Pretreating stains *nil hear
vy soil on clothing is especially
important in cold water wash-
ing. Heavily soiled or stained
items will benefit from a
.warm soak before washing,
adding to the water 1/2 cup
of ,a stain fighter like the
- bleach substitute.
Do not overload the wash-
er, for that limits the cleaning
action of the machine. But clo•
wait for full loads to accumu-
late to save energy.
Remember, hot Water
best for cleaning items that
are heavily soiled with oil.
Also if there is infectious
Illness in the family, hot water
washing is best.
(For a free copy of the
informative booklet, "Ideas
to Brighten Your Laundry,"
write to US. Borax, Consumer
Affairs Department NW, P.O.
Box 75120- Sanford Station,
Los Anteks, CA 90075j,
The marketing research division
of the Houston Cluogriele has con-
ducted a study of the coverage
Omagh television corn-
:---merefals. The analysis concludes -
—thal although the "-viewership-
Schres alone,':, are respectable and
. somewhat comparable to the levels
of recall of print ads," the high cost
--of Ty spots-does not make Houston
TV comMercial audiences cost-
efficient.
- The 'study said that the data
collected shows that "because of TV
- ' clutter, only the most expensive and
lavishly produced commercials are
remembered." Responses from
ohowed-that -of the 732
who were watching TV between the
hours of 5 and 7 p. m., 93 per cent
could recall the program they were
watching at the time they were
phoned by interviewers.
But just 22 per cent of the viewers
  A Newspaper Advertising Bureau
study says that eight out of 10
shoppers brought into a store by
newspaper advertising make some
kind of purchase. And they spend as
much on other goods as they do for
the advertised items, according to
the study, which was presented to
the 66th Annual Convention of the
National_ Retail Merchants
Association. 
The NAB measured the response
to advertising for seven items in
seven stores in major metro
markets in the U: S. -and Canada.
The bureau reported that 60 per-cent
could recall something about the
commercial they had last seen
before the phone call. Sixteen per
cent recalled the brand and-or store
name mentioned in the last com-
rnercial_and 1.7. per ctint remem--
kered the action' that. -had taken
place in the-ad. Only 8 per cent, of the
' viewers could recall any other
commercial besides The -last- -one
played. .
The Chronicle alsomeasured how
many people were actually iden-
tifying the commercials correctly
and found that only 4 per cent of the
viewers correctly Identified the last
commercial they had seen. "Also 53
per cent-of the-commercials men-
tioned Were not even run in the half-
hour-..-time -span measured, in-
dicating-that -.the- -respondent -trad 
missed or forgotten all the com-
mercials in between," the study
said.
of the customers s topping for an
item The- day alter the store ran a
newspaper ad had seen the ad.
Among the customers attracted to
the store by newspaper ads, 60 per
cent bought the advertised item; 34
per cent bought the advertised item
plus some other merchandise in _the
store; 21 per cent bought only .other
merchandise, and 19 per cent bought
nothing.
.Among all shoppefs interviewed,
75 per cent said they had read a daily
newspaper yesterday. Nearly
half said they watch for ads when
considering buying something.
Newspaper advertising Pays dividends!
We'll help you design an effective
regular advertising program that
will fit your merchandizing needs.












R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
•=•••-
4 •
ilditerials and usantonated drut les on this page are presented tor
the purpose Of providing alio-urn tor the tree eitchange ol differing
-to the editor to respunse -to editorials ad
opinionated articles are encouraged
• 'The editor, of, this newspaper strungIN believe "alai loam*
pnionated drinks to tin h those which parratlet the -ethtentot
petilusupti of this newspaper *odic' be a disservice to our reader,.
troirelsre we urge re:Kim whu diAnot-Igree with an ecbtortal iir
t r,• tdrob presented IS) an individual writer in a column. to respond
their I relines on the partir ular issue bruit; stussed
"-1
INI




. (EDITOR'S NOTE:'The following editorial appeared this week in the Paris Post-
_ Intelllgericer. Even thouiph it is written from the vantage point of our sister-city to
, the south, the points spoken W apply equally well to our commwiity.r.
•— The --Tennasee-Tornbigbee depressed entmties" and called
Watsr.vay, which would link the for completion of the waterway
&hoes From The
• Colisinn,of hisiori cal tiftcl genealogical •
-.1aseesknes, stories and flunilyjuges,)
,
Written By Ju-dith-A. Maupip •
Those Sinners Among▪ Us
Back in the "good old days," religion that Mr. Bass was truly repentant and
everyday lives of people than it does Mr. Bass shortly thereafter, once again
played a much larger part in the had promised to stay "dry." However,
today. The churches, especially some of tumbled off the wagon, and again the
.the smaller sects, had very definite 4' elders decided to visit UM.Tonnessee River with the Gulf of -at the earliest time. He said if,
10 Ywrs Ago Today_
Bpbby Hodges was promoted to Army Entries from the three local high
Biteetalist Four while assigned to the schools - Murray, University, and. ,
Ind 'Aviation Battalion's Company B of Calloway - placed superior in the First
*- thete. S. Army in Korea: , ̀.District Regional Music Festival held - •
Robert Herndon has enlisted hitheii _Friday and Saturday on the Murray .
United States Navy. State University campus. • -
Deaths reported include Burie H. "The Red Buds all over Murray
Cooper, age 66, and Mrs. Florence in full bloom," from the column, "Seen'
Burchett, age al. ."-.1i Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.. -
• - - 20 Years
Mexico; is ,by 'no- means. it--- -would be "Unthinkable for 
_wlahwast regarding what "right" muled ... - -----This iine )arother Jame,s was elected.. The East All Stars beat the West All
wedi up at Mr. Bass's home Stars in the annual senior bowl
--;;14`jOhnny-conte-lately" project. it ' Tennesseans to set their dreams ,filders of the church did not hesitate to - Hs hortly  sh before dinnertime, and the wily basketball game at Lynn Grove last
.. ; has be. -a dream ?of. Ten- go down-the drain-when -we-are
- -.nes,earvi•*..f6e.more..than a hun-i: on the brink of its realization."
Aregyears. ' - • _ • • The Tennessee-Tombigbee
. _
- - GOVernors; ' Congressmen - Project- -has been thoroughly
- ------and-Senittors -few Tennessee,. - engineered and found wOrkable
Alabama and - Mississippi have -and economically feasible.
• been working on the project to - Every inch of ground covered-by
connect the Tennessee and- the proposed waterway has been
Tomtifitileg: -Rivers since, the . studied for many,, niany_ -years:-•:..
pOtential of thewiterwariiis AS *Governor 'GeAtge -Wallace
, first recognized and petitioned - saidr the project is not one that
for by tennessdans in 1810. -.7--- near-sighted people can actept..  ' woman said, her sister-in-law stood up, Freewill Baptista, averring that if he
Since that time 'various 1Far sightechiess is required,"-, rested her hand on her shoulder, and promised to step' drinking, he would
- champions have emerged to he said -.. _ . :_. _ ,....'''''.. 7 . _:- _ . announced that she wanted everyone to
• pray for 'her sister-W-1ml.. Thin- .abe  
only beconie-aliar. And, as he said, he
keep-the project -alive, One at the - --Wet must agree-30th-7botp. he proceeded to lisreveisy.transgreasiOn - ' Worie. •
hated drohlfirtra,- :Vitit. he hated liars
.MOSI recent was -.the late and Governor. Blanton, And also :the woman had cormoittad, chapter and
- 'Congressman Robert A. (Fats) with Congressman -David Bowen verse, giving the congregation a. very
•-:. Everett, who led the fight to push • (A-Miss.) who said the _Carter explicit view of what they were praying
make sure that their brethren stayed on host once again 'plied his guest with night. Peeler got 28 and Pritchett got 24
the road to glory. spirits. His wife, aware of what he *as -lot East (Concord, Hazel, and Almo)
- One story that was told to me a few up to, tried to hurry dinner-isabrthe—hind- McNeely got 37 andDarnell got 31
years ago, concerned a local woman, table and thus forestall history • far:West (Kirksey andLynn Grove).
who told the story on herself. It seems repeating itself. But Mr. Bass coni.:7- 1Yealhs repotted include MEsTW P.
that she had tended to stray from the manded her to hold off dinner awhile, Bilbrey, age 62, Earl Bogard, age 74,
fold, but had promised her sister-in-law and like a dutiful wife, she reluctantly and W. T. Boaz.
that. she would start going to church did so. The result was that by the tune
with her and mend her ways. So she and dinner was served, brother James was
the sister-in-law went to the small o under the weather that he had to be•
country church the next Sunday. At the helped to bed rather than to thetable.
end of the service, the pastor inquired Some time thereafter, Mr. Bass
of the congregation if there was anyone decided that the Hard Shells were too
they -wished tO pray for. At that, the strict for his taste, and he joined the
Today
a bill through Congress to get administration iaseeking enough though she might have been, felt that Ili 11115 tor"
for. -The woman in tinetitiOn, sinner _ -
appropriations to begin actual foreign aid money- from. this was carrying things too far, and
construction at Yellow Creek, Congress. to "build 10 Tennessee- she severed her connections with her By The Associated PressI . "devourterAn-law irnmedilitely__,_ Today is Saturday, April 2, the 92nd_ just anuth of Pickenct uam on TocAlgbe_es.-
Another-story, going back to Civil ' day of 1977. There are 273 days left in' the Tennessee River. .. - 441t does not make sense to - War times, concerns a








tans, Today's highlight in history:
. appropriated $277 million for -th-e to develop* resources and sub- the 
churchasked 
17baali'grresidentat
-4project, now almost 20 per cent -ftdize competition for our _ anyone, but OrliOriety dictated that they -,Woodrow Wilson 
in
keel) taste discreet. However, one '- declare war on Germany, saying the-comtilete: A __budget of $157 people;then tUrntiropnd and tell
Bass,' was not as careful wond must- be . made safe for
million- was recommended this Americans that we rannqt afford a,.n/ember.4.1...' a Mr'
-'_year brferiner,President Gerald • to develop our ownaktitetiviy-S to ' Tocl was seenfe"elkeulout mpublicdinhava drunken 41644c4pn this date 7- • • .
_ In 1792, Centiress established the USFord, who supported the project- provide a better economic future conditiorroccasionally.
Governors of • Tennessee, for/ our own . citizens," Rep. So the group decided the time had ! Mint. - - , - - come to pay him a hainevisii and show In 1865, during the Civil War, Can-Alabama . and Missiasippi/i3owen said, and rightly so. .We eisine"eueive4hat luta seller, his duty lay. One of the federate President Jefferson Davis and
- -testified Tuesday before a ftiritei - aammaged far mai chore. most of his cabinet fled from Rich-
administration . task • force President Carter will cancel a he was to go, talk to the e • Mr'. mond, Va
---7ihiirged with reconithifidint project of this '-niagititude,-"find -Bass, and then report back to 
the____ _ In 1882;the outlaw, Jesse James was
• - congregation. So brother Solomon went
future funding for the' project, one which has been in the.
itkich -has suddenly appeared-on -planning Stage  for so many
Carter's endangered species lilt ' years. -
of public waterway projects. To cancel it now would .be
Governor Ray Blanton said wasteful extravagance and
.completion of the project is would be a backward Step in the
"essential to the. economy of further development_of_the South
many of our economically and the nation.
to pay an evening call on Mr. Bass, who
responded hospitably by bringing forth
his faVOrlteterteishrhent,IWirrid-reridlt
being that brother Solomon had to be
helped back on his horse and pointed
toward home by the end of the evening.
At the next church Meeting, brother
Solomon duly reported his visit, or
rather an expurgated version, swearing
Let's Stay Well
Removing Tonsils And Adenoids
Eli Mrs. CC. asks foi a simple on the tonsils and adenoids plays
explanation of how-parents can an important role in combatting -
Imciw whether to have their respiratory and other ihfactions
children's tonsils and adenoids -and in building uP general body
kmoyed. _ ------ - . On/milky.
- - Most children do not need
A. No simple answer usually -thruat_aratatials, but surgical
exists. The subject is compli- removal of the tonsils and:
rated, and competent; well- adenoids is • usually indicated
trained physicians often hold
differenropinions.
In general, fewer ,operations
for the removal of tonsils and-or.
adenoids Cl'• and As) are done
now than were ckone before  the
availability- of sulfa _drop_
antibiotics which have
helpful in lemerling frequen- poor appetite or, malnutrition
cy of damaging ear infections that appears related to inflam-
and rheumatic heart disease. mation in the. tonsils and
In addition. research has- adenoids occur. Such an evalua--
d e m onost r a t ed in recent- non mist be-made over a period
decades that the lymphoid tissue uf time by a trained, experienced
- Enlargement . interferes
with normal swallowing and
breathing
- Middle ear infections (otitis
medial related to nasal obaruc-
llon recur or persist;
- Low-grade, chronic fever,
Q: Mr. .G.H. has heard that
marijuana has recently been
discovered as a 'cure for
"glaucoma and. wants more infor-
mation on the Use of the drug for
this purpcee.
A: Somewhat recently, mari-
juana was foted to be useful in
lowering the elevated pressure




In soupiest terms, I suggest
that parents rely on the advice of
their , children's- physician. If
there is any doubt about his




, The drug is available only in
certain medical centers that
have obtained the permission of
federal agencies for its use.
Marijuana is not a miie -for
-glaucoma, but may bring -relief
and must be taken on a regular
basis over a logn period of time.
-Marijuana in Treatink Thefikie._the. safety and side
'Glaucoma effects have to be carefully ob-
served before wide use is per-
mitted for medical purposes. Un-
fortunately, marijuana has other
sy, stemic effects that affect judg-
ment and motor responses (suph
as needed driving an automo-
bilef
If you have glaucoma. you
should discuss its management
with your physican and -follow
his advice.
o 'omit( an lima m.o.v n
li taikkke V4eNt r?)30114) Mielt4g Tb iftrilie Race ciattO up
You NeVeR KNOW NeN aimMY CarMS 601N6V)
• pow souse *weft
shot and killed by a member of his gang .
in St. Joseph, Mo.
In 1932, Charles Lindbergh turrieil
over $50,009 to an unidentified man in 11--
Bronx, N.Y., cemetery as ransom for
his kidnaped son.
In 1947, the United Nations assigned
the United States as a trustee of Pacific
islands formerly held by Japan under
mandate.
In 1974, President Georges Pompidou
of France died in Paris at the age of 62.
Ten years ago: A Canadian bush pilot
was found in the remote Yukon 59 days
afer his plane had crashed.
_ Five years ago: Illegal Easter
parades were staged in Northern
Ireland as the Roman Catholic primate__
told IRA guerrillas that Catholics --
wanted a prompt halt in violence.
- -One-- year-agi*:--The-U,S. Hoes. el'
Representatives vowed to reform the
scandal-ridden grain inspection systemt
at export terminals.
Today's birthdays: Actor Aletr-
Guinness is 63. Television actor and
producer Jack Webb is 57. •
Thought for today: Man is not made
for defeat. - Ernest Hemrningway,
American writer, 1899-1961.
Bible Thought
Woe unto- him that giveth his
neighbor drink, that puttest thy bot-
tle to him, and makes, him drunken
also, that thou mayest look on their
nakedness. Habakkuk 2:15.
Drunkenness and sek sins often go
hand Inband. They rnake -people
miserable,- This is the judgment of
God.
hn'trit The Truth
We have government by ac-
rountancy, which is to say that the body
count is more important to progress
than the atom smasher, the ledger is
more educational than the textbook and
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By S. C. Van Cutyrr-
-•
FRANKFORT - My colleagues on
pressyow seem to be having a field day
with the miscues of the present state.
administration; some worthy of
legitimate constructiv.e_kriticiati and
some so trivial that they deserve
space in a newspaper.
However, what 9o4. Julian Carroll
and his appointees must learn is that
4entuckians have a right to know how
their elected officials and appointed
officials are conducting state business.
Actually, an elected official is simply
the hired hand of the people of Ken-
tucky. He was chosen by them at the
ballot box to conduct their business.
The recent series of stories about
Gov. Carroll's trip to Wasi4gton, his
three-room suite, his use -of the air-
plane, the number of people from
various state departMents in
Washington, and takinithe_governo‘s
lirhousine to Washingtrin for use while
the officials were there, seerns much
ado about nothing in my book.
After all,. I Ain't want our governor
-going to Washington dressed in denim
overalls, staying in a fleabag hotel, or
lacking needed transportation. There is
such a thing as living tip to the im-
portance of an office that the governor
holds, not only for Carroll but for any
governor of this state.
• - The governor seems unduly upset
about this. His skin seems just a little
thin in his reaction to such stories, after
all, what was spent on the trip was just
a drop in the bucket, of the state's
budget.
There have been recent stories, the
-James E. Pepper warehouse lease deal
--for one, and some others that • have
merited full exposure to the public.
PSC Chairman Barkley Sturgill's
-hitching a ride on an electric
cooperative', plant to Washington was
an indiscretion, but not fatal.
It seems to me that the governor is
reacting too much to some of these
stories. He cries foul, when he should
just ignore the stories as Gov. Wendell
Ford and Gov. Louiell. Nunn did before
Today_ —
The seCond production sale of
Aberdeen-Angus Cattle will be held at
the Doran Angus Farm, Murray, on
April 4.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Headley Thweatt on March 23.
Lillian Lowry will speak on "My
Experiences In Japan" at the meeting
of the Fulton Woman's Club on April 5.
36t Years Ago This Week._
--. -
Completion of its initial -project, the
constructieri of an air marker for
Murray,' was ahnounced by the Murray
Jaycees. The marker, located on the
roof pc the National Hotel, is painted
yellow.
With 1,432 students enrolled for the
spring session, Murray State's
enrollment is appraximately 91 per cent
higher than, was recorded for a
corresponding period one year ago
when 749 were on the roster.
Dr. Hugh Houston has been named by
Kentucky Gov. Simeon Willis as a
ineitther of the Advisory Council to aid
the State board of health in promoting a
health center and hospital program.
Mary Warren, age 86, Mrs. Sallie Holt,
age 86, Mrs. Sular F. Sinter; age 49.
Patty Jane Carrawey, infant, Mrs. Gus
Lamb, age 52, Lee P. Chadwick, age 65,
Miss Kariene Johnson, age 46, and
William Clarence Everett, age 76.
Births announced this week include a
girl to Mr. 'end' WS. Roscoe Feagin,
April 1, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond--
Kimbro, March 9, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. -
Harley Suiter, March 24, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wavil Joseph, March 2'7.
. Marriages announced -
include Martha Morris .1;a4anass-
Clark, March 21.
The Dixie National Gaon Dog Field
Trial will be held April 19 and 20 on the
Deaths ,,:ieportad this tweak inchtder-11. N.Buddy) Ryan
40 Years Ago This Week
A total of $9,000 was spent in Murray
by. the American Red Cross in caring
for the refugees during the recent flood
disaster- in the areai -aorwirding to of-
thials of the Red Cross Chapter.
Eight per cent of the 600 students
taste d for tuberculosis at Murray High
School and Murray Training School
were found to have &positive reaction,
according to officials of the Calloway
County-Health Department.
Deaths reported this week include J.
Polk Robinson,' age 77, Dora Haynes
Russel; Luther L. Dick, Mrs. Mollie
rieurin, 0. G. -Thomas, Charlie IL
Whitnell, age 62, David Thompson,
Levis Moths, Late Latham, J. .0.
Atkinson, and Mrs. G. W. Davis. _-
Marriages announced this week




Members of the 'cast of the play,
,p
Junior Class of Lynn Grove High School
on April 3 are Martha Nell Stark,
James Kelso, Ada Neale, Mary
Anderson, Fannie Sue Jones, W. D.
,Kelly, Cads Cochntm, James W.
Erwin, Teddy Webb, and Kathrine
Dunnaway.
The Play, "Blue Ribbon Pie," will be
presented April 10 by the Junior Class
of Almo High School. Cast members are
-.-.Frances Suiter, Magimit- Nell •
Rowland, Margaret Roberts, Virginia
- Darnell, Ines Cleaver,- - Mary
-Stephenson, Halline Lassiter, Gladys
Miller, and Mary Louise Donelson.
Agree Or Not
VAN CURON
By S. C. Van Caron
•
plane Oftie ground, one newspaper in
the state ran a story and how much it
eOst to operate the plane. After all, the
state has a lot of money invested in •
planes. That money is wasted the
plane is not used. It just depreciates
sitting on the ground and doesn't do the
--state arty good. Nunn -nevere ran to the :
press complaining about this.
He didn't complain to the press about
the stories that were run when fired
Merit System employes filed suits
against the state.
Wendell Ford didn't complain to the
press about the stories run over the
expensive moving job', his letting
materials and building contracts
without bids. He was tough enough to
take the criticism. Every governor
must take some criticism. He's only
human. If he tries to do his job, he is
going to make some mistakes. '
Gov. Bert T. Combk was probably
master at ibis job. -When a mistake was
made in his administration, he called a "
press conference. He Would lean bark
in his chair, griii,andsi/ "we blew that
one; didn't we? - His next sentence was,
"Here's what we are going to do about
it."
As the old saying goes, the best thing
to do about such a situation is to "let the
cat out of the bag before it has kittens."
Any newspaper that does its job is
going to offer a governor some
criticism during his term in office. No
one can be perfect
If a governor reacts to every little bit
of criticism, he is going to get to the
point where he is brooding over
whatever action he takes in the future,
and that certainly isn't the way for a
maniàbe confident in hisjob.
Carroll. . corrected the warehouse





I .• i ,,.
. _ .... ..„
el...0.....40.11mins, e.e.i Leo,
EverY tintiritriArtmllook the -stak
As Harry Truman said, If you can't
stand the heat, get Out of the kitchen."
Carroll hasn't made nearly as many
mistakes, or acts of rewarding friends
as Gov. Ford did, but Ford went to the
U.S. Senate, and won his next term.
_Ibis is probably because he didn't react'.
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bouctilt..or sold residential generallY Positive In thew was no statistically -
concerning --7f0turt in -amendment to rerdatietis-iiinesses -at disks near tht: teller - -----
windows. ,They are there -Avoid-surprises. Above sifficireant ZitTerence industriel development. 
that would exempt em- records. However; under
"Well planned parks may players with 10 or fewer the current appropriation to help with such tasks as- all, if you-see difficulties these opinions when buyersway to figs( employees from., OSEIA's Act for the Labor Depart- untangling checkboolc., teeming -7 „a possible rtuwviii KC
tucky taxpayers who decided to expand Problem
IJ n d e r c u r i e n t exempt from all recor- draft, -tracking down a realization that your in-. rejettheir tax Problems are, Resolution Offices -responses involved matters - • - - --i
come up with approprate mene.e. fewer- ernOloYees" -are- out that accidental over- ,..41 the family, or  tist the , The two most nanative , .7:4-
' answers," he-said •
Harken, explained Ilit_ regulations. .,employers diceeping . d crrtict "_ an rep„. -. 
lost" slepeaft. • or ei- .-SiallMent debt Is-.V feeaipa not receiving prompt and nationwide on a full-time related, direstly to the ----I---
fewer - provisions. • PlatraUfi credit 'terns rir ' UP- ori -YOU ' inrmg-Tnur •aPiwaP6ate atteatial"-Lralu. -Nat* he added. - - indivIdual-teryerand seller:--•
PRESCRIPr
and sellers -werr-eeen-.
battles in advance and recurdkeeping require- ment, farmers with 10, or records and straightening layoff, an expensive illness- pared.
Research study on real estate professional released
A research study titled, p
"An Analysis-oft the Real covered a sample selected
property; The survey
Estate Profession's Image filch Boone, Boyd, Camp.
in- Kentucky': has 'teen bell, Daviess, Fayetke,
Shreveport, La., Chamber - . - - -4; iitiiit- aii-lou-dii trePosit--allarl, 1%S-shooks, assess thelkiblicTs1Mage -7.2-rda stildrwaa designea• .earigidered 'tar -ellate AnaltsU. AnT-Fearrstareof Commerce, told the The Department of Also, regardless of the Remember, first cir all, latest statement, apd your of, the real estate oc- to. ascertain he per- salepeople to be ethical 'firm in Kentucky may •' conference that industrial Labor's Occupational number of employees, 
that every bank haspeople checkbdok register. With eupation in Kentucky. ,Dr:---WEL-Diii-lintr-bqefs-and ' and to' work for theit obtain a single copy of the• - parks such as Kentucky is Safety and Health - ard- employers who - are designated to help those recorcis_in hand, your Lyon:s analysis was liased sellers of real estate have a client's best intereits, to,be study free; additionalcurrently developing -Can ministration (OSHA) and selected • for participation customers work out their •bank officer will be able-te--orr-responses to mail real .estete • salesPeople. --professienats, and to copies may be purchased-meet the questions raised 'Bureau of Labor Statistics in the 131)&annuad survey of Ines They . are the se s straightmuch • survey _ t Willi ' questionnaires sent Analysis indicated that typically avoid hardsell ($4.50 per copy).•
eU planners and ecologists CRIB) have proposed an occupational injuries. ,and 
bank's officers, 
the Pe°131e.' quIcs7r.
Muffay Business News &left
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
Hackett says - well planned parks necessary
'LOUISVILLE, Ky.. - infqrmation to _ potential dustrial development were
Delegates atiending- the developers. In additiont_he. George A. Collin Jr., vi?..e
- Governor's Confererice_an._ Said, prefessiOnitl ifi-.,president, Internatia .al
the Economy were told dustrial development Division,eLiberty .Natic ;al
• recently thist-the trend-lif Personnel shotdd reasses, Bank; Herb Ligon ir.,
I the -future in indfistrial the priorities of factors preaident, the Ligon
eve Opin'ent is the -clad'; ""sititaet new ihSPecfantaUlte,'"W.; ihd
- development of industrial dustry. • Gene A. Wilson, Kentucky
parks.. ./ • Hackett in a _Port River Development
William 'T. Hackett, Jr., panel discussion on in- Commission. •
preside& of the American
• probably know the .fopes. your loan agreement and University of Kentucky, counties. - arrange inortgage loans. In available at the Center for
•rrninrit lace




reactions to individnal. real -estate salespeople.
statements. For example, generally provided
the respondents agreed adequate service on real ,
that real estate salespeople estate transaiiiiiiiii-theai •recently released by the Jefferson, Kenton, 'Mc- have -substantially mere-, same .respondenTsCenter for Real Estate and -rrackeir. and Warren contact than indi • is:-generally had positive Vie kbejoie. Pr.. counties-Abs4-45.par-cent..wi414- -itOtetaisel er•SAGAN of 'eelFor eVeryday ba▪ nk- ing you when you do- sit down Hertilert L. Lyon, Professor ef Kentucky's population buyers, can probably professional cha rite-tranalictions - deposits, w_ith your bank officer to of Business Administration andabout 70 per cent of the obtain a quicker sale, can , teristics concerniqg real--checlt-casitit-47-lararree- -tatk over-c pubic...17'MA- and Associatel)etni-for the -states-real estate licensees assist. With- ' romplex-leatate salespeople.- • --verification you could ieblude your copy' of Q r ei'd'u ate School, reside in these nine paperwork, and can help _Copies of. The study are ,
But when a isroblenvcrops coupon payment book , designed the study to !- , addition, respondents Real Estate and Land Use
to people who had recently respondents wer  tactics. Interestingly, thete
industrial developers are
-not unconcerned about the
-enitiminnent• but that "we
can only • hope that a
balanced concern for the
environment and "-the
economy-can be reached."- -
Efforts to attract new
industrial develatinients
must concentrate on dffice within 48 hours, The- and Constitution Ave. N. -Know your banker. 
research. Haelyeti,-aew_peopogya-rafeded_yhje4t., wasitingt—e---ni ttal,_chat with an officer
and providing hard factual exception. .20210 • your bank. while tr
• sacting routine -b • ess
helps to ablish
recognition and Makes you
wt en or 
ploys areexempt from Written data, views, and 
fine' print. And they may 'banker into the picture and
can turn for
, . ._ e Internaleven e
OSHA recordkeePing comments may be' . - --- even introduce you to a new ask for help. The officer -Service (IRS)
requirements:- One ex- mitted no later than-Mast-11'rd  . -hahkseil. ce that Can mike ..YOu ' deal ,ith thight assistance 
to a newly-
created IRS ,, Problem.ception is that all em- 21 to the ' Assistant 
life easier for you. - - suggest refinancing a loan
Resolution 'Office inployers • meet • report Secretary of Labor for It's Vile — 'doing ta - reduce monthlyi,lusiness- viNth* vow. banic .-.nnyments. or co old/tot-L. o s vil 1 e..., P a u 1fattelities)..rend• multiple Occupational Safety and ' - — -- - "Aeg Niederecker, Districthospitalization accidents to Health, U. S. Department 
can be easy - if you follow • your ,debts ' to a single
Director for Kentucky saida few common-seese rules: loan. Sortie bankers may .the- nearest federal OSHA of Labor,-neum sum, 3rd
jet u make .alternate; tada. ,Y: - ' , -
' ge payments, or let- -•-•_
Problem • Resolutionyou pay only the interest on
the loan, - until ybur. Offices were first in-
financialtroducedlast year on a testsituation im-
basis in four districts, Mr.________semestre _than  _ 
proves,
 _ :40u e... jlot Niederecker  , explained.
face in the crowd. The granted a loan you think The program proved, so
' better your banker knows should be,grarited? First, successful that it was
-you, the quicker he can don'tsmolder ask why the .
' inar. tielp you out when you n Ray tat ser attends semeed loan was denied. Under 
.
it. federal law yoaare entitled
--Use one-bank. Main- to be told. the_raregie Ray. -iatkitr of H - -1..aE4-of the D,epartimnfauf...
- Wining your savings and reasons credit- wat not -iiierkilit - Clinic; 'Murat, Insurance conducted a_
-- -eheekieg-aceountsfos.well:--LgeaMed-40-yea,.-vau-might attended the _ state annual seminar on "Professional- as .y.qur installment loans, also riView -lye rating meeting of -Kentucky Liability Update." ...Also,
with' one bank can, make information in your credit M e d i c a 1 G r o u p Lea Foxwell and Peter
things simpler when it bureau file and -have the Management , Association Schiano . of the. Hartford
comes to taking out a bureau correct any errors. hosted by Lexington Clinic Insurance Company
major Ulan or resolving a Your loan officfi can -tell on March 18 and 19, 1977. presented. a program on
bigprobletrc For one thing,. you who to contact. , Officers elected for the "Preventive Measures in
all your record a are in one Finally,. ask your . loan-year 1977 were: Douglas. Professional Liability.''
place-,.-and easy to-verify-- -officer whary•en can do to IS each, le-csident-,-Graves---Dr---H-Themas-Weigert-.„-
-Keep records in order. improve your credit rating Gilbert Clinic, P. S. C., _ Associate Dean of the
University of Kentucky







. is happy to announce








The Easiest and Most Convenient





Businessmen who make decisions like
us, Why? 'Because we take a lot of their,
burden away from them. When it comes
to.insurance: we're erstyrts,. and when we .4
make a recommendation, it's based on
your needs and resootc0,
—As anindependent agency; Ige-ragree,---
sent a number of different. insuf,ance
companiet We don't work for any one
company - we work for our client's
And that means that 'we look at your
needs from your point of view




  PROVIDING MURRAY'S
MOST CVMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
1, Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751




YOUR VOTE AND INFTUENCF
IS APPRECIATED . THANKS A.
(his adverlisement paid IN by Dordld Crawled Ireasurer
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
klai,e5tir FireplarrgiAii•mirwir Awnincic
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel Kr
Phone 492-8647 EV tree Estimates
Quality Throughout
One of Murray's finest homes. This exclusive 5
bedroom home with 31d2 baths has quality
features too numerous to mention, economic cen-
tral gas heating, 2 fireplaces, 11 closets,







1,e-flying your car with
the engine- idling is bad
on all counts It is hard
on the engine, wastes
gasoline, pollutes the air
and tempts car thieves.
If yog:li be away for
more than a few secon-
by Bill Boyd ds, stop the mgine and
take the key with you. -
---litte-us....about financing that new cal- you want.
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Haugh. Clinic; Ron _Ford,
secretary-treasurer, ,
Graves-Gilbert Clinic, P. S.
C., Bowling Green. -.
In addition to the regular
business meeting, James
-Discussing how- the First tte reapondentil




Niederecker emphasized screening people to locate
that-taxpayers should seek only. qitalifiell • buyers.
•aissiatince froth the:" 'Secondly., ' there Wei
Problem Ftes9lution Office geperalagreement that the
only if they cannot obtain
through' th were too gimed-
sales c.ominiss_ _. _real
oprroopebri solution e
rhs 
established appeals plicatjou.js that soles
procedures and "normar' commissions may be too
IRS channels, such as
Taxpayer Service,
Collection • or Audit
Divisions,
"A New Approach to
Physician Recrultrifent"
The next meeting will be
hosted by HOward Clinic in
Glasgow, Kentucky in
June,1877.
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
win erahes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
1.3 fast Main Street
Murray,kv. 4/071
Phone 71)-012 I
high relative to the service


















You'll feel secure in
knowing that we're on
Eland 24 hours a day!










DONALD R. TUCKER, A FM SERVICE'REAL ESTATE FIRM
LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISAIS
DONALD R.
This Business News feature
will appear each Saturday
in the -
Murray Ledger and Times.
if Step lEhead
The smart businessman
wants to be a step ahead
in everything he does.
One sure, way to stay





agent? Because we can
stop around from mins:
bet of insUranfe coveragcom-
panies etovofinu 
need 
. aind just the,
the best 'possible price.
As a n independent
agency,we're not bound
to anyone' insurance
company. N an insurance
company doesn't
measure up. we don't
have to use it. Keep a
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MLIRRAY3 ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Profesifonoi Sorespeopie tp,setve you
;NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5676
Chuck Shuffett   753-4560
.Patricia Miller   753-7550 `
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL 'SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
Member Multi-listing Senile and Murray Calloway. Board of Reallon
CELEBRATE!
APRIL 240
A frio of- tempos
.ihe like an Int1.4 .1 the Irgenflar.ii \'k 4114 lAims
•
S411 RD4V/Aprol! "zen? -•
--Inemia4-7-4pra 5•.--141'14-
. .
PRI1 I^. 4%l) 1111 P11 TSB -01.11 141,01.'d Ittrot 4010,̂
0I •11 .4.14hhOled ;•-rs-pkopnv in best,,,
St..A.1044% /Apv.1 Si t1t(
1110- 10g daddy' of modern 141/1 pianists t SRI 1114 '111 'S IS
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Allegretti Gets Present One
Day Late, Beats Purdue 19=4
By MIKE BRANDON -
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Diek Altegeetti got a. gift
Friday and it , was -no April
Fools' Day joke.
instead, Ategretti • got a
. . birthday gift one day late as
his Murray State teammates
•1 • • starting to. hit the ball, Kery
Itng • and---ttle4-•• Wei)+, opened the -third
righthander from Niles, Ill., inning with a single. Three
paged a 10-4 victory, over consecutive walks forced in a
Pio-duet run and then Fehn later
— Playin1'1n- a drizzle and scored-on ab wild pitch.
before the. smallest crowd of Purdue cut .it to 3-2 with a
the Year 'the 'Breds tuned up_ _rail In the fourth but in the
for their ke twiriliiii-toclay-at.....Murra_yhalf_of the uuung. the
estern tu y y
eight- hits, just about all of-
whicii Were tlinelY:
The win boosts the 'Breda to
19-4 on the season and runs the















CHOOSE FROM A WIDE
RANGE OF GE UNITS
- Purdue scored a lone tally in
the top of the first off Ailgretti
La KO. ahead 1-Q.._ But tn2ihe
bottom of the third, the 'Breds
posted a pair of runs On the
board and never trailed (gain.
Third baseman Robin
Courtney, who has been
• nins to go up 61. -
Don Walker, who has also
bn,htttmgwe lately,
opened the fourth With a singe
- and Stan Giesler, who like a
bfbken record, has also'beett -
hitting well lately, then
doubled to put runners on at
second. apd third.
• Courtney walked to fill the
sacks and then Bill Wagoner
reached on an error, scoring
one run and leaving the heks
still full.
The big blow of the game
came when Ted Poe drilled-a
two-run single past short. The •
--fourth and final .run. of
inning scored on a sacrifice fly
by terry Brown.
Purdue scorcd two in the Lop
The fifth -TO- Malt-elf 84
before the 'Breds Put it- away
with four main their half of
--TN-ran MC-
After Greg Tooley reaehed
on an error to open the fifth,
Walker doubled. Giesler
followed with an RBI double
then Courtney tared a two-run
double down the leftfield
Wagoner sent in the rinal
'Bred run with a sacrifice fly.
Walker, • Giesler and
Courtney all had two hits
pace _the 'Breda.-
Special Baseline Play Helps
Chicago Beat Denver 107-97
By The Associated Press his 26 points in overtime to Jabber scored 23 points before
Say, isn't that the lead Philadelphia past Kansas he was thrown out for pun-
Washington Bullets in Chicago City. The 76ers' Julius Erving clang Spurs' center Coby
Bulls' clothing? was the game's high scorer Dietrick.
Actually, it's the . Bulls with 32 points
Suns 133; Pistons 116 
. Trail alarm 109, Warriors 98
stealing a page froin the : Bill Walton Poured in 30
Millets' playbook. Paul- Westphal scored a. points and pulled down 14
'Former Bullet Jack Mann career-high 40 points as rebounds as Portland defeated
has added a special Phoenix crushed Golden State and clinched a
Washington baseline play to Westphar,s total included-161n playoff berth. -The win -put
the Bulls' offense. Friday a big 40-point fourth quarter Portland two games ahead of
night it helped. Chicago beat , for the Suns. California in the - race for
the Denver Nuggets, 107-97. Knicks 116, Bucks 109 Pacific Division second place.
Mann scored 14 points as the Earl Monroe scored 28
Bulls got their -17th-z••National points and Walt Frazier got 201M ill er PlacidBasketball Association vic- as New York Knicks kept
tory in 20 games. When Mann their slim playoff hopes by Awasn't scoring, Artis Gilmore beating Milwaakee. Lonnie t M isfortunes
was. The seven-footer had 21 Shelton added 19 points for the GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)
h "no in- Johol Miller was Pilacirr
in other NBA games, the starts and apparently unconcerned
Philadelphia 76ers defeated . Cavaliers 115., Jazz 196
the Kansas City Kings 111-105 Austin Carr and Elmore
io overtime; the Phoenix Suns Smith combined for 25 points
crushed -the Detroit' Pistons in the fourth quarter to lift
133-116; the New York Knicks Cleveland over New Orleans.
beat the Milwaukee Bucks 116- The game was tied, at 98 with
109; the _Cleveland Cavaliers 437 -left-wheir.,carr -tossed in
outscored the New Orleans five straight points, fed Smith
Jazz 115-106; the Houston for a layup and then scored a
Rockets whipped Washington lay up himself -
91-85; the Ipaiana-Pacers Rockets 91, Bullets 85
nipped the New-YOrliNets 89- MOte. NeWlin _came Off the
88; the Loa Angeles Lakers bench to score all 15 of his
beat the San Antonio Spurs Points in. the -birth (Martel%
107-102 and the Portland Trail leading Houston over not prohibit him from-playing
Blazers defeated the Golden Washington. The victory in next week's prestigious
GE HAS THE LOWEST state wanaara.tagagt. the Reckets'. three-,1 'Ma.st`ers Championship at
CONTRACTOR PRICES ?Sere Ill, Kings 105 game losing streak and Augusta, Ga.
Doug Collins scored six of strengthened their Central That, however is about the
Division lead to 24•2 genies only thing that has gone right
over. the Bullets with just four for him on the golf course this
In play. ' year.
Pacers 89, Nets 68 - - - -He - strained the wrist
John Williamson and Dave coming out of a sand trap on
Robisch teamed for 13 points the ninth hole. He finished out
in the final quarter to lead that nine in a fat 42 strokes
bidiana 'over - New York, -ex- and;With his opening round 76,
tericlipg the Nets' losing streak had no chance to qualify. for
to II games. the final two rounds Saturday
slkors,1111, Spura 109 and Suada
Cazzie Russell and Kareem It marked the third time he
Abdul-Jabbar combined for 51- has withdrawn from a tour-
points to lead Los Angeles nament this year. He has
over San Antonio. Abdul- rrawd the tut in three others
and has finished only two- of
_ eight starts. His high finish
has been a tie for 41st. His
money-winnings for the year
total $1,173.
By way -of comparison, at
this time last year Johnny had
collected two titles arid
490,791. , -
"I'm confused," he said. "It
just isn't Me out there."
r SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
Fe* Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Weeds
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
X=4)0=70=484.-.-ssit---.11
'NO Cash Rebate
Buy Any New 1976
*Mercury Comet *Bobcat *Capri
and Receive
100" Dealer Cash Rebate
During April
1976 Comet 2 door with radio, body side moldings and white
sidewall tires
0143,669°0
1976 Bobcat Runabout with Radio, white sidewall tires,
Only $3664"
1976 Capri with AM-FM,,,B track tape,
Only $4,64400
Others to Select From
Use The 55o0• For Vacation
Or A Down Payment
Buy Now and Save
See 'Bob Baker - Tom Moore or Aubrey Hatcher
Hatcher Auto Sales -
• 515 Smith 12th
about the latest reversal in his
golfing fortunes.
"I wish I could say I'm
having trouble sleeping at
night, but that just isn't so,"
Miller said Friday after an
injury to-his left wrist forced
him out of the second round of
the Greater Greensboro Open.
"Except for the -golf,
everything is just going
Peri-Kt for the, .super-perfect,
so how can I complain?"
_. -Miller said the injury would
Haywood Under Knife
NEW YORK (AP) -
Forward Spencer-Haywood of
the New York Knicks has
undergone "successful
surgery," according to a team
spokesman.
The operation Friday was
performed in Oklahoma City
by Dr Donald O'Donaghue to
relieve a nerve problem in
Haywood's left calf.
Haywood, who will miss the
remainder of the ,National
Basketball Association
season, will be back in New
York in four" or five days to
liegin his rehattittation. He
• has missed 44 games to date;
his last outing was March 10
against Portland.
HORSE RACING
r' HOT SPRINGS, Ark. - Soy
Nurnero Uno, $5.40, scored an
eiiiy 4;4-length win over
Romeo in the $100,000
Oaklavm Handltap.
NEW YORK - All's Trace,
63.40, set the pace to win the
$25,000 Mix Clementine
}iamb-can by IL: lengths over
Melody Maid at Aqueduct.
CHERRY HILL, N.J. -I
Godolphin, WM, "kored
balf-length triumph over
Patrick's Shamrock in the
$12,000 feature at Garden
State.,
-Allegretti scattered nine
-hits while fanning three arid
walking four to push hi,
--sealtin record to 't - •
After the twinbill at Bowling
Green today, the 'Breda play
host to Brown and Purdue
both Sunday and Monday. On
Tuesday, Brown plays the
Bred a twinh111 before Auatin
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Carolkna Cup Today
-CAMDEN, S.C. t AP) -
Some 30;000 spectators were
expected to ignore the chance
of rain and turn out for the
45th running of the Carolina
cup steeplechase today.The favored entry tor the
2ks-miles test over fences at
scenic . Springdale: Race
Course is Happy Intellectual.
The 11-yearKild gelding is
owned by Mrs. Ogden Phipps







TO OPEN MONDAY- The Callowas,Coonty goil teas will open its. season Monday at Marshall
County. Meadiers of Mei tenants top row, left,* tight, Keith Edwards, Mae Howard, Tim Felt-
sir "Cfrialar Rka• hart rim, amok Atsfri end mew* auriab- -
hy Eike. Reit Jackass apid Cheek Willions war, not vilified pietism.
(Stuff Mates by Mk* Irsed•u)
-
Bufeindt Has Lead In Shore
PALM ' SPRINGS, Calif.
(AP) - Betty Burfeindt, who
lost the .Dinah Shore Winners
Circle •by--three- strokes last
year, carried a precarious
two-stroke lead into today's
third round of the 8305,000
tournament,
Miss Burfeindt broke from
the pack with a 71 arMission
Hills Country Clhb Friday for
a one-'under-par -total of 143.
But nille other vannen were
within four strokes of the lad'
after the second round in the
richest Ladies Professional
Golf Association tournament.
ANOTHER HIT - Red-hot Greg Tooley watches the boll take
off for another basehit. Tooley, who has been hitting at a near
.500 clip this season, leads the 'Breds with six homeruns
through the first 22 games-.
Carol Moon, the longtime
LPGA tourist who hasfil-won
in two years, played herself
into corftention with eseeond--
rafind 71 for 145 and sole
possession of second place.
A group of six at 146 in-
cluded Kathy Whitworth, Jan
Stephenson; Jo Anne Carnet-,




• CHICAGO (AP) - A total of
3,811 endies-a new record by
136-have been forwarded to
• the. 38th aanuahInteMaktohALLa
Kennel Club Dog Show to be
Theldttoday and Sunday at the
Internatioruil- Amphitheatre,
organizers say.
Leading the breed entries
are poodlesO1th -1.70 follow-ed
by Doberman Pinschers' with
162. There are 148 Afghan
"hounds entered, -102 Alaskan
Malamutes and 87 Collies.
Miss Bradley, Pam Higgins
and Judy -Rankin had shared
thelead with Miss Burfeindt
at tali hadoponing par 72s.
Howevet, Mrs: Rankin, the
Winners Circle defending
champion, had to settle for a
second-round 77, and at 149
was five strokes off the pace.
Miss Higgina, also - had
problems Friday, struggling
to a 76 for a 148 total. '
Miss Bradley had somewhat
better luck with the wind-
swept, 6,370-yard Mission
Hills layout, shooting a 74 on
the second day.
Also within striking distance
the lead beginning the third
round were Florio Ehret and
Shelley Hamlin, both four
strokes back at 147. -
But Miss Whitworth, who's
won nearly *50,000 in her 18
years on the LPGA trail, had
Friday's low round of 70 and
was obviously picking up




Overlooking Beautiful Kerucky Lake'
OPEN
* 6 Days A Week
( Closed Mondays)
436-5496
. Louie and Sue Williams, Owners







ANY4 BOOKS for only %.3€
PA
,••
0191 . THE HIDING PLACE by Come ten
Boom Currently • Mglly acclaimed moon
NUN, this *the true story of Cane's aspen-
into* ol horror. tempered by faith, whin Ho.
land stood ravaged during World War II
Retail 55 05 Members ti.1 00
ozoi..ru, TAKE TIE SACK ROAD by Mar-
gueritelN The back road leads to many
antertaning adventures on • Vermont fwm
amid a- houeehokl of wonderful chikhen.
doge, posts. Sc.. cals. turkeys—a overseen
tyy • wise ind witty city woman turned farm
Retail $7.95 Memberaf3_98
. 0009. ADVENTURES IN PRAYER. C.athenne
Wilinnal examines r aeon oteow
type of prayer which has bean helpful in her
life and In the IC.. of others
Rita" 14 95 . - , Members $3 74
0606 tISHA by Robert Spode fire story at
an moiloie young Imo., who becomes
schoolmarm in • remota pold-tulth alliement
INeka.
• Retail $8.95 Members $4 39
.•
01011, THE ENDORI1,1044ILLS by Janice NOR
as.. Captivating love stogy takes you beck to
the hall 'n hollows of Piney Ridge. Kentucky.
ancl the romantic tate of • country boy and a
ctly prt.
FleMil $6 95 - Members 54 Til
0227, KISSING KIN by amen Thane lace-
.re• roman& covet 0 m Wpm". England
end France during World War I Young love
and youthful opinion struggle to sun.," si
'art oncatialrf •aodd - .
. Rama $16 95 Member. $429
14400. TWELVE OASKETS OF CRUMBS by
Easaterti Elect A popular, beaPselltnp even.
good wrfler shires hig, Personal lkstakNors
of hit Te as riisamlnary teacher, mother and
widow
NAV 56 95 Members 53 V
1916 J10141by Joni E.nrclisbn
mor Joy end faith triumph as a yt woman
wyugos incipunst ousdripeparg Ands a
nan Ste 
Real $13 95 
 rW
• - Tambora $4 19
0006. ALL OF nig WOMEN OF THE TOLE
by Edith De•n eiograuncei sketches of
isows_Nsuit, it
eLnemed unnamed...no ap-
noea $41 95 Merndisra pie
0.' Ch;*istian Hotald-FAMILY BOOKSHELF t happaqua,New York Wil *t- Thit BosiliClub You CahTrust!*
, ONE BORN AGAIN by Charies W Colson
Fulcinekng fu1 story behind the immersion or
Itie While Howie 'hatchet man- whose' swil
SC pheon for He part In No century' Dimwit
=a scandal MUST' reeding,$5 .95 Akimbo(' $421
•
541411. GRANNY ORAteD by Dorothy Clarks
Nelson Exciting true story of Evelyn Brand
who sPart 60 yews working among the pov-
erty-atocken people of Inclia
Retail $6 95 Members St 29
ITN. TRAMP FOR THE LORD. Cane len
Boom tubs truseroesse the globe* Prollethl
Gods message everrwhere Hers she shares
her ex_penenoee and lessons teemed over the
pat 20 years
Ream $5 95 Members S3 79
51080. CREATING IN CLOTH ,by Judah
Scq'roener 'lairs Clew instructions and dia-
grams for making banners. guilts, Muffed toys
and gift Mama using metenals found around
the house For as ages,
Roiem 54 is Members 1369
0233. THE LADIES AID C250ITIOO4( by
%atm* Vaughan 300 tested wipes reps
sooting a tradition of to,. Amencan coding
*awed with amusing anecdotes,
Rote" 16.95  Members $3 $9
0064. CASSIE AND IKE by Mary Can Men-
ne Sat it Ihe pioneer days of fndiana, this
durniong story Ns of the romance and riser-
wol itmyounia, Oueker cot:mews
$4 29
0124. INV CHRISTIANS by Paul L Mew
Words and pictures bring kt Ste the explosion
of Chnelkanek across the Medminrantian
world -Now are there • with the courageous
men and women wtx) livad this advertise
ftetaa $6.95 • Mentors $398
• • -
CHOOSE ANY 4 of these good-reading books-a value of up to
$35.00-for only 96•2! Family Bookshelf makes this exceptional,
offer to intsoduce you to the wide variety of worthwhile and thor-
oughty enjoyable selections you can always expect front Amer-
ica's largest family book dub.
SAVE UP TO 60% with exclusive "memgers only" discounts on
ell future selections you decide to buy No other book club offers
greater Savings on the latest, bestselling top-quality books!
BUY , ONLY BOOKS YOU WANT . vvhen YOU want them!
There's no time wit. Accept only 4 more sereclIons• at any time,
to fulfill membership requirement.
FREE BOOK PREVIEWS will be sent to you abour 15 times a
year describing current selections and alternate book choices.
GET FREE. BOOKS witti Bonus Certificates earned for each 3
selections you buy after membership requirement is met Many
Bonus Books are worth up to $8.951 There is a,small shopping-
handling -Charge on all book orders.
JOIN NOW just fill on coupon with numbers of the 4 Joining
Books you want and mail d today,
Christian Herald FAMILY BOOKSHELF E", 2828
Chappacirs, New York 10514
Please enroll me as a member off amity Book-Shelf and send
tria-the 4 books indiCated by numbers below WI me for only .
984 plus 69e shipping-handling I agree to the Membership
plan as descnbed in this ad and understand that I need only
buy 4 more selections. whenever I choose, at special low
member pnces.
- -Print Numbers for Your 4 Jbining Books
Nare
Address




0129. HARVEST OF YESTERDAYS. Gladys
Tibbt guile to or xrtimala glimpse of her




Retail 57.95 Members 1395
Opt . DON JUAN McGUEEN by (upon*
Pnce One of Amex. s best-loved authors
pens en SrvOsastg nolorellitrelovel Bel in
Georg* and Span.sh !buds after the %von,-
pommy AN.












PAS' 7 HIMUUAY  Ay., Littclit TIMEt Saturday, Aiwil 2, 447 .1
Spo
-In Britt -
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
ATHENS, Greece — Spain
, took a 2-0 lead over Greece in
the Davis Cup as Jose
Higueras swept Nicholas
kelaidis 6-0, 6- 6-i 1 and
.Manuel Orantes eased past
Nicholas Kalogeropoplos 6-1,
6-2,6-0.
. HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
- S.C. Kerry Reid defeated
14-year-old Tracy Austin, 6-3,
7-5, in-the quarter-finals of a
- $110,000 wornen.Cs tennis
tournament. - •
LONDON — Dick Stockton
of Dallas reached the
•-, semifinals- - - a • World-
aiimproaship - Tennis tour-
nament by defeating Harold
Soltimon- of Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., 6-3, 6-4.
NICE, France —No. 1 seed
-7.1i-jorn Paiii.--difeated Bahia'
Prajoux of Chile. 6-4, 6-2, to
Advance to the , semifinals of
The Nice Tennis Tournament:
-LOS ANGELES — Bob Lutz
dusted Geoff Masters of
Australia, 6-2, 6-1, to advance
to the quarter-finals of the
$150,000 Pacific Southwest .
tennisthampionships.
GENERAL
KANSAS CITY — The
National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics
7nlaced -the • basketbc41 -
programs • of Hemline .
-University of St. *Ofiiil, -Minn.,.
Trciy State (Alabama) and






•- • 1-4. • • k




FIRST 11ME --kWh Edwards, a freshium member .of the
C.allooray County ON team, recently scored his first hole-in-
' one. It came on the third bola (winter grams) at the 'Oaks
Country Cub. Also witnessing the hole-in-ono were Paul
Dailey, Brad Edwards and Tim Feltner.
-Finley May Get Last Laugh Net
As °aged Pounds Giants 16
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Charlie Finley may yet have
lisetara iinighen-the real of the
American Leaguettiest.
The . controversial and
volatile Oakland oyner built
Piceielo, the rookie shortstop
on wfitim the A's are counting
to replace -clepacteeree. agent
Bert Ca-magma-is, had. twee,
singles and 'a-double.
Mean-While, the world
champion Cincinnati , Reds •
Pirates. Jerry Martin, who
doubled to solzi the-trine rtur-
in the f1611416- inning?
befog ttle.WWfieF le 014..1)910
the Philadelphia Philliei
edged the St. Louis Cardinals
2-1,
Philadelphia and Kansas City
to a three-time is-txld
champion OR the West Coast.
And he saw some of his recent
acqusitioni come through with
flying colors Frida,g in a 16-4
exhibition baseball rout of,the-
, San Francisco Giants.
Earl Williams, playing his
second game for II* A's after
the' Montreal Expos turned
him loose, hammered out four
hits and drove in segven.runs.
Two of hitihits were homers.
Doc Meclich, acquired by the
A's in a trade with the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates last month,
yielded Six hits end twoSielit in
seep inhings and earned his
second victory in an Oakland
uniform.
__Manny ,Sanguillen. th.t.
catcher Finley pried away
from Pittsburgh last winter in
an- unusual exchange for
Manager Chuck Tanner,
added three singles. And Rob
ould yoi; give
a dollar?
We Woold trade all clay with a_deal like that, rigt?
Want another deal like it? Then look at the electfic
heat pump. It also gives you 2 for 1. Its average heating
efficiency for this region is 200 percent. That is, it uses one
unit of energy to produce two units of heat. It's like getting
your heat at half price.
When you're getting-an-en/ heifirig-system; call us for
facts and details on the electric heat pump. We'll show
you why It's too good a deal to pass up.
Mt West Ky. -Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield -
streak by beatingalie Chicago
'While Sox_ 5-2 , as Jack
Billifihaln- allowed three hits
and taoth runs in six innings
and Ray Knight and Bill
Plummer hornet-ed.
George Scott drove in four
runs with a homer and single,
leading_ the Boston Red Sox
past the Detroit Tigers 10-5:
Reggie Jackson drove in two
rung, Jim Wynn hornered and
Cittfish 'Hunter allewed one
ruh in six innings of the New
York Yankees' .5-3 win over
the Baltimore Orioles. .
Doug Rau allowed one hit
over the first six innings and
Dusty Baker; and Steve
:Garvey slugged two-run
homers to give the Los
Angeles Dodgers a.5-0 victory
over the California Angels.
• Joe Zdeb's three-run homer
in the eighth inning gave the
Kansas City Royals a 12-9
triumph over the Pittsburgh
• Oak- Ouf. California!
Here tomeshlóe WiIIie
NEW YORK (AP) hasn't really hit h
one yet,"





victory over the heavily
favored Baltimore Colts in
Super Bowl In; ended after 12 
yearswith hardly any
hullabaloo Friday when the
New York Jets asked waivers,
on the gimpy-kneed 33-year-
 old quarterback, thus freeing
him to sign with the Los
Angeles Rams.
Officially, the Jets an-
nounced they would not renew
Namath's $450,000 contract for
another _season, which would
have been 'his option year
• They failed to reach
agreement on a trade with the
Rams for Nemeth amid•
reports that he already has
agreed to play for Los Angel*
at a salary of $150,000.
Although any other National
Football League' team can
claim Nrunath off the waiver
list, with the selection order
based on last year's standings.
Namath can reject any claim
and thereby become a free
and scored three times to help
the Chicago Lehi turn back
the Cleyeland Indians, 19-47
Craig-A-wick's two-run
enabled the Minnesota Twins
to hold off the Montreal Expos
6-4.
Sixto Lezcano belted a--
three-run Bonier and Robin:
Yount added a two-run shot as
the Milwaukee. Brewers edged
the Seattle Mariners, 74.
Joaquin Andujar and Ddug
Koniencty teamed up on a
fOur-hitter and the Houston'
ar% nipped the Texas
Rangers, 1-0.
Brian Asselstine's three
RBI helped .the., Atlanta
Braves beat their Richmond,
Va., farm club S-3 and Bob
Davis' tie-breaking two-run
double' In the.seventh gave the
San Diego Padres a 5-4 win




By The Associated Press -
Friday's Games




Philadelphia (N) 2, St. Louis
(N ) 1, 11 innings
Cincinnati ( N ) 5„Chicago (A) 2
Atlanta ('N8, Richmond (1143
Houston (N) 1, Texas (k)0
Milwaukee (A) 7, Seattle (A) 6
Chicago ( N) la; Cleveland (A) 4
Oakland (A) 16, San Francisco
(N) 4-
San Diego (N) 5, University of
San Diego 4
New York (A) 5, Baltimore (A)
3
Boston (A) 10, Detroit (MS
Los _Angeles ,(N) •
(A) 0
SaturthifsGames- --
Minnesota (A) vs. Philadelphia
(N) at Clearwater, Fla.
'Toronto (-A) vs. Montreal (N)
at Daytona Beach, Fla.
St. Louis (K) vs. Detroit (A) at
Lakeland, Fla.
Baltimore (4) vs. Atlanta • (N
at West Palon Beach, Fla. / •
Chicago vs. -Boston at Winter




New York (A) vs. University of
Ica a strange 
feeling:
it once-great mobility more and North Cal-olina at Chapel Hill,
more. N.C.
. Chicato ( N ) vs. 'San Francisco
said Al Ward, the Jets'
general manager, who made
the announcementin the WC
owners' meeting in Phoenix.
•'I don't think it'll really sink
in until I see him in a different
uniform for the first time:"
- After-- s_tarring at-- the
University of Alabama, the,
cgarismatic Nemeth_ tarilcd.
down the Si. Loin; Cardinals,
who drafted his NFL rights,
and joined the Jets of the poor-
relation American Football
League for the 
1965-season.He signed a three-year
cuntract tor $27,000, less than
his yearly salary when the
Jets waivedbim Friday..flutit.
was a staggering amount of
money at the time, thanks to
the AFL-NFL bidding war,
and helped the AFL stay alive
and eventually Merge with the
NFL.
Although it was mostly
downhill following Super Bowl
III on Jan. 12, 1969, Namath's
reputation grew thanks to his
image as Broadway Joe, a
familiar figure in Manhattan's
swinging after-dark spots, and
a series Of painful knee
operations that decreased his
Irwin Moves Into Three-Way 
-fielor-LeaFAt Greensboro aukee_Milw (A) at Sun City Ariz.





Agnes Cunningham is a bookkeeper for the -
Murray Ledger and Times, and has been with the
newspaper since, December, 19M. She is •a
graduate of-Austin- Peay State University, and her
husband. David, is attending Murray State. They
moved here from Madisonville and are now
-making-1 eiaome in.HazetrShe is a member of '
the Madisonville Baptist Temple, and • the
National Secretaries Association, Madisonville
Chapter.
Cleveland (A) vs. Seattle (A) at
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP 1 After the leading trio, it was Tempe, Ariz.
— Hale Irwin, in the title hunt two shots back " to Rik Cincinnati (N) vs. New York
for each of the last two weeks, Massengale, 67-136, and two ( N ) at St. Petersburg, Fla, , . -
-
says he "hag a lot of Hinton en .more to big George Burhs, 72- Oakland (A), split , squad, vs.
my mind right - now—this 140. First-round leader Andy San Diego at San Diego
tournament, 'next week, the Bean blew to a 76 and was well ' Los Angeles (N)- vs. California
week atter that." - back at 143. . . . (A) at 
Anaheim .
- 'Nest week is the -famed 
Sunday's Games
-Johnny Miller strained his
Masters in Augusta, Ga. The, St. Louis (Ni vs. Pittsburghleft wrist coming out of a
week after that is the Tour= bunker on the ninth hole, 
(N), split squad, at Bradenton,
nament of Champions' at finished off that- nine in 42 Fla.
LaCosta in Southern Pittsburgh ( N ) , split squad, vs.-. , strokes_And withdrew for, the
California. Toronto (A) at Dunedin, Fla.third time this season.
"I'm not in the T of C yet, so Baltimore (A) vs: Kansas Cityn 20th bh26Edwards, , as eeI've got to win one of the next (A) at Fort Myers, Fla.
better or e in eight of nine startstwo," the fiercely competitive Atlanta (N) vs. Minnesota (A)
Irwin said after dropping a 152 th
is year, his best per- at Orlando, Fla._
foot birdie putt on the final
hole for a six-under-par 66 that
put him .in a three-way tie for.
the lead Friday after two
*rounds of the $235,000 Greater
Greensboro Open Golf
Tournament.
- But Irwin, a former U.S.
.Open king and one of the
game's premier performers.
isn't averlooking the two non-
winners—Danny Edwards and
Larry Nelson—who share the
top spot at 136, eight under par
for two trips tater the 6,984-
yard Forest Oaks Counto
Club course.
formance on the tour,. and
used a hot putter to take his
share of the lead. He holed
three of them from about 30
feet and once chipped in for
birdie on the way to his second,
round 68.
The slightly-built Nelson, 29,
who didn't take- Up the game
until hewas 22; has threatened
consistently in the last couple
of years. He didn't make a
bogey in his round of 66, holeil
only one putt of more than
eight feet and missed two
other birdie attempts from
five feet or less.
PRE-SEASON SPEC-01----
SAVE OVER $1000
ON YOUR OWN PRIVATE
SWIMMING POOL
Advance scheduling and volume pur-
chasing save us money. We will pass this







CIa 388-9607 ollect To Aff One FOf




Montreal (N) vs. Nei* York (N)
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Boston (A) vs. Chicago (.*) at
Sarasota, Fla.
Philadelphia (N) vs. Cincinnati
( Ni at Tampa, Fta.
Houston ( N r vs. Texas (A) at
Tulsa,Okla.
Detroit (A) vs: 'New York (11,)
at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
San Francisco (N) vs. Chicago
(N) at Scottsdale, Ariz.
Oakland (A), split squad, vs.
Milwaukee (A) at Sun City, Alit
Seattle (A) vs. Cleveland (A)-at
Tucson, Ariz.
California (Al vs. Los Angeles
(N) at Los Angeles
Oakland A), split squad, vs,
San Diego N.) at San Diego
 No-
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subicreors 111141 boy* Rot
received their borno-deliverorl
copy of no Norm lodger o
Twos by 17:30 p. a. Ittornboy•
Frioloy or by 330 p. on Slew-
ern or* .',.d $. all /53-1910
between 130p. o. aidS p. a..
Moinbry-frillory, or 3:30 p. S.
ond 4 p. Saturdays, Is inure
Iollyory of tto newspaper. CAI.
over boohooed ty 6 p. m. emi-
t*. or 4 p. a. Settedays to
'Ices.. deliver"
rampnution department nt the Muuay 1 edgif
and Times. She has been employed at the
newspaper since September, 1971. The daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. tendon Nance, Debbie has
on daughteerMitri Leigh, age four. She lives on
Route Six. She is a 1 971 eiduate of Calloway
County High School, and a member of the Poplar
Springs Baptist Chfirch and the Murray Women'.
Bowling Association.
Debbie Cunningham is an emploike in the (im-
posing. room of the Murray ledger and Times.
She is the 93-year old daughter 10 Mr. and Mrs., -
Alfred C. Cunninglum, and lives at • 1101:
Sycamore. She is a graduate of kiurrav High
School-, and received her Associate of arts
Degree in General Businesk from,Muray State-4n
ATI.' She has been employed here ''since
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Sall licks
And Wildlife
Wildlife in Washington, D. provide bacteria, plants, fungi
C. are watching, with unusual and bacteria of the rumen of
interest, current studies on the big game animals ,with an
effects of "salt licks," which element necessary to form
have played such important indispensable amino acids.
roles in the history of our The relationship of sulfur to
Nation. Based upon material high productivity of plants and
in a forthcoming book, the animals has never been
Illinois Natural History postulated. To check the
Survey is releasing in- theory, scientists are
formation which discusses the soliciting soil samples from
relevance of sulfur in the big game mineral licks on a
ecosystem. "Salt licks," in: continent-wide basis. Findings
reality, may not be attractive could result in a better un-
for their salt, ,but for sulfur. derstanding of big game
Sulfur of sulfurous odors tiopulation densitleS' - -and
- (rotten eggs) has been - better "siii3rock," for both
frequently asiociated with wild and domestic animals.
c . may •
• Your full service siotion





Speciolizing in servicing tires 1 4 W.D. Vehicles
'Widest'' Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
41IS 54 4th In The Jock son Purchase 753-6779
,J..toour Lure is dedicated to the bunters li$heimen and Others who.ente the out ot.do‘ss
For those interested in
making it to the Hard Times
. Shoot, today is the day. The
event is being sponsored by
the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
Society and is being held at the.
Murray-Calloway County
Park. The last round will start
no late( than 4 o'clqck.
Shooters must complete three.:.
rounds to compete in this
trophy shoot: In case of rain
the Hard Times Shbot will be
held in two weeks on Satur-
day, April 16. Further in-
formation miy be obtained by
calling..753-0487_or 7537942— .
 •
Boat dock operators have
.been watching several
fishermen going home with
large basket-loads of crappie.
This has been going on now for
about _three weeks and=tlilYs-w
weekend should be no dd..'
ferent. Grab yourself 10 or 12
dozen minnow& your fishin'
buddy and head for the lake.
Bass fightunen have been'
doing good. There have been
several reports of different
-fishermen boating 7 and 8
pounders since last -weekend.
Ray Yates dropped in this
week to report about his
Consider the remarks made
herein today as the expression
of my own personal opinion
and kindly bear in mind that
there are other opinions whieh
may be di rent and yet
catfishing with rod and reel.
He topped his stringer of cata
with a 5 pound "fiddler."- Ray
Was —fishing- under the"
Eggner's Ferry Bridge and
using some of his super
stinkin' stink bait that drives
the cats into a catnip fit.
--.;-,_SOrde interesting figures are
offered in the results of a
recent sfutly. The study show-
ed that in 1974 the waterfowl
hunter spent a round figure of
$300 million dollars for that
sport's related gear and
equipment. We all know that a
self-imposed tax on all hunting
gear is channeled back to the
sportsmen by the way of
research and management of
game species as well as non-
same species. The study
ntinued to report that bird-
watchers spent a grand total




field manuals and several
thousand tons of bird seed.
Those that conducted the
study felt there should be a
special tax on the bird-
feeders, bird houses and other
The matter, on which we
focus attention for this week is
that concerning the policy
adopted and administered by
the Federal government as to
the use of the public lands.
Most of you are aware that
much of the land in the United
States is owned by the
government; more so
throughout the western
regions than locally. Control
of these pnhlirly ownect_area
rests in the hands of various
agencies, the Bureau of Land
Management-being one of the
major ones. Another example
would be the Land Between
the Lakes operated by the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Several other tracts of land
nearby are also under the
control of the TVA.
At any rate, there are
millions and millions of acres
of land that supposedly belong
to the public. The public
supposedly is you and me.
Let's just suppose the powers
that be selected five of us at
random and put one thousand
acres of ground at our
disposal, leaving us in_charge _
as to what should be done with
it. What would you suggest?
One person says do anything
we can with it in order to make
'oney and reduce the tax
loads on individual citizens.
AnOther say i turn it_ into a
park and make picnic areas
and campgrounds. Still
another might want to use it
for 'recreation in other'
manners like hiking, hunting,
fishing, expldring, etc. And
there might be one who
suggests just 'setting it aside
for--fAitiipa•-gatieratiolis, in
effect trying to totally con-
serve nature, just leaving it
completely wild and alone.
Another viewpoint would be to
lease it back to certain
members of the public, but
aerate some degree- of
control to its use and
management. Still others
might want to sell the timber,
mine the coal or gas un-
derneath,- or grow crops or
graze animals on it. Probably
with some safeguards but
nevertheless use it. We believe
that there are certain
situations in which all of the
above ideas make sense.
We firmly endorse the
concept that multiple iises can
be made of public owned
lands.




FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality a Quantity Guarenteed
 onmewomp......a
Legal Firearms: In Ken-
tucky, hunters may use
shotguns (conventional and
muztleloading) capable of
holding no more than 3 shells,
not larger than 12 gauge nor
smaller than 20 gauge and
ammunition loaded with No. 2
shot or smaller. In Tennessee,
hunters ma 4( use shotguns
fapable 9f holding no more
turkey hunting permit ir-than 3 shells, 20 gauge or
required for each hunter for :larger, 'and ammunition
each state. These permits can' loaded with No. 2 shot or.
be obtained free of charge by smaller.
presenting a valid state Legal Archery Equipment: 
The:me easseen with thm ns uneder. I16
hunting license at any of the In Kentucky, archers may use years of age must have a
information-check stations in longbows, including com- Hunter Safety Certificate andrelated equipment which
could be channeled back and 
Land Between The Lakes or at pound bows and arrows, must have an adult hunting
enjoyed in the same manner Center Station in the En- arrows must be barbless with
  'the hunter and fishermanvironmental Education_. brwilhad,points at least '8-
, Center. inch wide. In Tennessee,benefits.
• Hunters are not required to longbows or compound bows
Speaking of waterfowlers, 
check in, and only successful are permitted, assuming they
Rick -Norsworthy .made
 ,t hunters must check out. All - are capable of propelling legal
turkeys harvested must be hunting arrows a distance of
checked out with tags 1$ yards. -
provided_lree at the check --
stations.
Rifles, sidearms, and .
crossbows are prohibited, as -
are mechanical and electronic
calling devices,
cover of The Rolling Stones."
The March-April issue of the
Ducks-Unlimited Magazine
has printed a picture of Rick's
unique duck blind. The




TVA public use area down...
near, 7. the Murray State
University' Biological Station
are advised to take it slow
down that road. It is repor-
tedly-Tough enough to bounce—
a full-tank of gas -out of your
boat.
•
.Outdoor Lort will be
sponsoring a fishing Contest.-
There will be divisions for -
both children and "adults,
however, the children's
division will be stressed. Full
details will appear in next
Week's section.
GOLDEN POND, KY.
Turkey season will open at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes April_20 and will con-
tinue through April 30, 1977.
Hunting will be permitted
sunrise to sunset. Hunters
may take one turkey gobbler
with visible beard per hunter,
per state.
A 'Land Between The Lake*
-President of the United States
issued an "Executive Order"
No. 11644 which said in effect
that public lands would be
open to off-road vehicles




ecological damage was oc-
curring. We supported this. It
is our belief that there are
certain areas of public lands
upon which off-road vehicles
of any type do not belong.
Furthermore we believe that
certain lands should be closed
to ALL people, including
hikers, horseback riders,
hunters, etc.
It has come ta our Attention
that the above "Executive
Order" is about to be amended
-in such a manner as to
essentially turn the situation
around. In effect ALL public
lands would be CLOSED to
ALL off-road vehicles until it
could be proven that no
damage would occur.
You are automatically
GUILTY until you are proven
innocent. Furthermore the
burden of the proof which is
considerable indeed in this
day and age rests upon the
innocent.
As a rule we do not like
"Executive Orders." In effect
they are laws passed out by
Licenses: In Kentucky,
hunters must have a valid
,Kentucky hunting license and
in Tennessee hunters must
have a valid Tennessee
hunting license and turkey
license or sportsmen's Menke
'and archery license, if
bowhunting.
Open Areas; In Kentucky,
entire area is open except the
Environmental Education
Center, campgrounds_ lake - -
access -areas, safety zones;
and areas posted as Clolied. 1n_
Tennessee, entire area Is open _
except those noted above and
other areas as posted.
Youth Hunters: In .Ken-_
• tucky, hunters under 18 must
with them.
Monis and Indiana hunters -
are not permitted to hunt 7- -
turkey in the Kentucky portion
of Land Between The Lakes
under state law. They can
hunt in the Tennessee portion
of the project. - . - "-",
For additional information,
contact TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
DEER StAIN— Kentucky Game and fish Commission offic ers Gerald Alexander, left,
and Mike Pembers inspect the bodies Of two female deer that were slain here recen-
tly. The officers pointed out that any person convicted of lacklighting" is subject to a
fine of from $100 to S500 and that the court could seize the individual's gun, lights and
vehicle. The officers pointed out that the two slain does, and their future offspring,
would have produced approximately 200 deer over a ten year period. Alexander, who.
is based in Calloway County, and Pembers, who is based in Graves County, indicated
that they plan to fully enforce the game laws in this area. The slain deer were
discovered in an illegal dump area next to the "Rattling Bridge," on the old Concord
Road One carcass contained two fawns, the other.one.. _
the president without any
meaningful grassroots
reaction or hearings allowed.
They are ways of doing things
in response to pressure groups
to get around Congress where
a diversity of opinions resides
and where there is likely to be
considerably more regard for
public opinion.
If indeed the public lands
belong to the public, then their
use ought to be determined
primarily by the wishes of-the
public. And if the government
doesn't know what the public
wants, then maybe it ought to
ask. Executive orders are
little behind  the scenes
maneuvers with the awesome
effect of law when passed on
as directives to government
agencies.




remember that the next time
you go to Wildcat Creek and
find out it is closed.
And don't blame the TVA.
They're just following
Executive orders.
We believe that public lands
belong to the public. We
believe that multiple uses can
and should be made of these




Eating Is A Family Affair
should have the right to enjoy
what is rightfully its own. And
furthermore we believe that
such use and enjoyment if
managed properly, ' can
benefit both our generation
and many to come in the
future. We still continue to
believe in the principle of
innocent until proven guilty
and we still think it makes
more sense to punish the
guilty than it does the innocent
under the devious guise that
we might prevent a few in-
discretions.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service is beginning to map a
national inventory of the
wetlands of the United States,
a project endorsed by most
major conservation groups.
Personnel on the project
expect to identify and classify
all coastal wetlands and
portions of the prairie potholes
and the Mississippi delta area
in 1977. They will move on to
other areas, including Ken- .
We do NOT believe that
"peanut philosophy" and good
old fashioned "horsesense"
are running on common
ground if the proposed
amendment to the Executive
Order's forthcoming.
Just one little "memo" is all
it takes to close Kentucky
Lake to fishing. A little thing
called an Executive Order.
What's your opinion on the




tucky at a later time,
covering the entire country by
the end of 1979. Wetlands have
been drained, altered and
otherwise "lost" at an alar-
ming rate and the inventory is
expected to reveal ,the extent
since the last survey in 1959.
Conservationists are expected
to use theinformation to
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Have you felt that tingle:1g,
.spring-fever sensation yet?











• The double hook rig is the tired lImit
best for this kind of crappie
fishing. Slowly work it up and 41.
about it — like, go fishing! The stump or tree top than to wish down the sides of-a drop-off, n -
crappie and bass are begin- I- hadn't let that big one get' keepingone eye on your depth
:fling to move, in from __the_ Away because I wasn't sit& Ir_linder and the other on your
'depths of their winter habitat - it was a fish or not. rod tip. Bump stumps or
and many of the area - The best crape catches whatever structure is on the
residents are taking ad- being brought in now are side by using your trolling
vantage of this annual being taken in 8 to 10 feet of motor and when you find fish,
migration to :get in some waters,- Before the water drop a marker and work the
really good fishing. warms up enough for them to area thoroughly.
The lake levels on both
Kentucky and Barkley are
lightly above winter pool
stag,e and subject to a quick
change due to spring rainfall. -
This might hamper some of
you bassin' men a little, since
the best structure is high and 
dryon the bank. By best I
mean the easiest to find and
most preferred structure.
In the early spring, the bass
move into shallow water along
the rocky shorelines, feeding
on-, a favorite • food — the
crawfish — that moves slowly
in and around the rocks where
the water is warmer. If you
have Such a shoreline in your
favorite fishing spot and there
are stumps, treetops and
brushpiles along it, in at least
two feet -of water, some time
during the day the bass will
feed in it.
You should use a medium or
deep-running lure, spinner-
bait, or worm, working them
very slowly over and around
any structure available. You
probably won't feel that bone:-
jarring strike like you had last
June, because the colder
water slows the feeding ac-
tivity down a io0a- deal. The
lure - may stop suddenly or
change •-pitch in vibrations
slightly — in any case, set the
hook. In- my opinion, it is
better to retrieve a lure from a
-
spawn, crappie congregate_ Use good navigation maps 
along ledges or drop-offs that to locate the creek 'channels,
have stumps, brush, or rocks drop-offs, andstump beds and
.for them to feed around. Like __then mark the location if you
-- the bass, only in a milder *ay, --.4ind fish there.
crappie are predators and like M of now the Witter ton-
e place where they can hide perature in Barkley and -
—and ambush their Tood: At the--Itintitcky Lakes ranges from
same time, the stumps, etc., 50 degrees at 10 feet to 61
offer a hiding place for degrees on the surface.
smaller food fish such as the
shad.
•
6111,EITIAASS - No Site Limit
Mau Bits or combination of white arid
YeMPosiOSSI°W berniolo Lim It 60
Description: Whitish, or gayety, deep bodied fill; with two
separated dorsal (top) fins. [)ark ines run down sides head to
tail, but usually same are broken. Anal (bottom) spines are -
three in number and graduated short to long.




This sit-ingot of 7 Kentucky Lake largemouth bass were
brought in this week by Don and Thomas Cathey of
Murray. The largest bass weighed 4'1 pounds. All fish
were caught on a crayfish-colored Model A Bomber
Lure. From various LndicationvcriyfM-color baits are
the best lures to use at this time.
Photo Courtesy of Murray Bait
TVA, Lund Between The LA.:
Short Shots From
Land Between The Lakes
North Hike Day
Hike day, sponsored by the
National Campers and Hikers
Association, Murray
Recreation Club, Four River&
Boy Scout Council, and TVA,
will be held in Land Between
The Lakes, Saturday, April 9,
1977.
Participants can hike from 1
to 14 miles of trails in the
Canal Loops, a trail system
connecting with the North-
South Trail at Land Between
The Lakes.
Registration will be held at
the, North Information Station
from TD510 a. m. on the day of
the hike: Groups should chdcT
In upon arrival. No fee will be
charged, but patches will be
sold at the registration desk.
Groups must provide guides
or qualified leaders.
For additional information,
contact Hike Day, Recreation
Section, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY








education laboratory van that
is scheduled to stop at 11
school sites within the con-
sortium boundaries where
students can participate in
environmental education
activities with the aid of the
teachers. Under the direction
of Shaw Blankenship, Murray
State University, the pilot
program funded by TVA
provides free services to
teachers through lesson plans,
supplies, games, and
workshops for teacher groups
for the purpose of helping





special 3-day 'weekend of
natural history, will be held at
Kenlake State Regort Park,
April 22-24. Sponsored by the
Clarksville Warioto Audubon
Society of Tennessee, the
Kentucky Department of
Parks, and TVA's Land
Between The Lakes, the
weekend will feature authors
of the Land Between - The
Lakes field guides as speakers
and field trip leaders.
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses









641 South Plans 753-9491
There will be workshops and
field trips to Land Between




wild foods, and nature games.
Preregistration for field
trips and workshops is en-
couraged. Participation in
many of the field trips and
workshops will be limited.
Activities will be filled by the
earliest preregistration
requests received by mail or
telephone. There will be a
$1.00 registration fee for
participants la years of age
and Older.
To preregister or obtain
additional information by
telephone, call 502-924-5602; -
extension 221, or by mail,
write Nature Extravaganza,
TVA,' Land Between The






Station and the entrance
control booth will reopen April
2, 1977, and will be open seven
days a week, 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
•at- •
YELLOW BASS
Cosi limit - 60 all *Wow bass or in combination with whits
bees
Possession Limit 80
Description: Yellowish fish with dark widestnpes down sides,
font. at least one -pear--of dark stripes !nd_pid-way'4o,rn the
sae and one strifte between the -two canes on-AO...tail just
below the and-line 'of the body: Three anal- (bottorn),spines,
but middle oriels thejongest and heaviest. Two dorsal (top)
fins not separated. Found only in western Kentucky.
State Record - Open
ROCKFISH (Saltwater Striped Basal • 15 tnrjh Size Limit
Creel Limit n- 5
Possession Limit - 5
Desription. A generally bluish to brassy colored fish with
seven .or eight dark, usually unbrokcaotripes on. sides. (Fish
closely resembles white bass exceptio-dy more streamlined,
tends to be round, rather than fiat sided like whitibass, mouth
and head larger and stripes wider, and more definite). Two
widely separated dorsal tiopi .fin!. Three-graduated anal
(bottom) spines.
State Record 44 lbs. 4 oz.
Western Waterland Bicych-
Races
The fifth annual spring
bicycle races will be held
April 13, 1977, at Land Bet-
ween The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre public demon-
stration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Sponsored by TVA, in
cooperation with the Jackson
Purchase Wheelmen; Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland;
2ity Cycle Shop, Paducah;
and Bicycle Center,
Clarksville, the races will
begin at 9 a.m.
from five different United
States Cycling Federation
USCF ) races including junior
men, women, veterans, and
categories land 2, and 3 and 4.
Three non-USCF races will
Include women, junior men,
áfld3enIor men. All USCF
races are sanctioned by 'the
USCF.
Freregistration by mail is
encouraged; however, en-
trants may register Saturday
morning at the registration
desk to be located below
Center Station.
For additional information,
write Bicycle, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden





We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. Sell Worley, Ky. 753-1640
__•
a py Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
ocm McCLURI GRAYSON McCILURIE
Tot,e 94 Lost o-at of Murray for 2 m (es Turn r on 280
Follow 280 for mates post Bonner s Grocery Take








(From A Sand County Almanac, by Aldo Leopold; Ox-
ford University Press, 1949. Leopold was-4 noted
naturalist, militant conservationist and gifted writer. A
Sand County Almanac was complied by him but not
published until after his death. Aldo Leopold (1887-1948)
died at age 61 while helping tO fight a grass fire on a
neighbor's farm.)
_phyr,ical enmbat_ for the
means of subsistence was, for
unnumbered centuries, an
economic fact. When- it
disappeared as Ala MXIIRE.
instinct led us to preserve it in
the form of athletic sports and
games.
Physical combat between
men and beasts was, in like
manner, an 'economic fact,
now preserved as hunting and
fishing for sport.
Public wilderness areas are,
first of all, a means of per-
petuating, in sport form, the





Some of these skills are of
generalized distribution; the
details have been adapted to-
the American scen ?tit -tie,.
skill is world-wide.:Filinting,
fishing,. and foot travel—by
pack are examples.
Two of them, however are
as American as a hickory
tree; they have been copied
elsewhere, but they were
developed to their full per-
fection only on this continent.
One of these is canoe travel,
and the other is travel by
Murray Home &-Auto
• 1e usc or the
Outdoor Sportsman
\Murray's Boar*






Ivy due fewest% K Din kit now nevem yew, mu SLIPS
rs teal Fish fillet Kam, oagl sacks it 55.95 cash!
ChIppaiwat00, P• /Own 11.06 •
Phone 7531322
pack-train. Both are shrinking
rapidly. Your Hudson Bay
Indian now has a put-put, and
your mountaineer a Ford. If I
had to make a living by canoe
or packhorse, I should likely
do likewise, for both are
grueling labor. But we who
seek wilderness travel for
sport are foiled when we are
forced to compete with
mechanized substitutes. It is
footless to execute a portage
to the tune of motor launches,
or to turn out your bell-mare,
in the pasture of a summer
hotel. It is better to stay home.
Wilderness areas are first of
all -a series of sanctuaries for
the primitive arts_ of wilder-
ness travel, especially
.:anoeing and packing.
• I suppose some will wish to
debate whether it is important
to keep these primitive arts
alive. I shall not debate It.
Either you know it in your
bones, 'or, you are very, very
old.
European hunting and
fishing are largely devoid of
the thing that wilderness
areas might be the means of
preserving in this country.
Europeans do not camp, cook
or do their own work in the
:
Woods ilthey can avoid doing
so. Work chores are delegated
to beaters and servants, and a
hunt carries the atmosphere
of a picnic, rather than of
pioneering. The test of skill is
confined largely to the actual
taking of game or fish.
There are those who decry
wilderness sports as 'un-
- democratic' because the
• recreational carrying
"capacity of the wilderness is
small, as compared with a golf
link,s or a tourist camp. The
basic error in such argument
is that it applies the
philosophy of mass-production
to what is intended to coun
teract mass-ssoduction. The 
value of recreation is not ar,-
Matter of dphers. Recreatiok
• is valuable in proportion to the,
__intensity of its eiperiences.,
and to the degree to which it
differs from and contrasts
with workaday life. By these
criteria, mechanized' outings
are at best a milk-and-watei
affair.
Mechanized recreation,
already has seized nine-tenths
of the woods and mountains; a
decent respect of minoritiet
should dedicate the othee
tenth to wilderness.
Open 7 Days A Week
:8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So.
UTSON
Dc.aterl W Railroad Avenue 7511933
-
•
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would like to express
their sincere thanks to
the following
businesses: Shirley's
Florist, 'Gene and Jo's
Flowers, Bamboo
Gardens, and Woods
Florist for their kind
contributions given to us
during the holiday











_ _brimful yogi's for extra
copies. Made frail any
infer lay size.
_Waliets low as 24 cents, I
z 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 111 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot-Iise our rear en-
GOD KNOWS YOU. 'Do
• you know -him? May- I
have the 'honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Cell 753-
8984. Please do not delay.
STARTING AN annual
trade and flea market
day. The first one to be
held March ?a, 1977 at
the West Ky. Exposition
-Center, College Farm





Holman Joins, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3131.




Are you now in sales




Can you hire, train,
an& retain. a sales
force? Can you ail' a
Supplement to Work-
men's Comp.? Fran- •




















: projects. To the many
people who's names are




expressed to each and
everyone who have been
so kind, thoughtful, and
concerned since our
trailer home and con-
tents were destroyed by
-fire on March 8. Your
many gifts, money
donations, and other
kindheSses will never be
forgotten.
Karen and Jimmy Kelso
5 lost And Found
FOUND - FEMALE






SAi.ES - The BeSt.
Paying Hard Work:
There Ls! Are you in.
terested? If so, and




well train you in -
- 'business and pay a -
draw during training.
Iltials not a (Fly-By--













An Equal Opportunity Employer.
WANTED isABYsTrrew





Send resume to P. 0.








203 South 6th - Street,
Murray, Ky. 3 a. m.-1 p.
519a4.a.Y. .t!!maRb




- person, K and B
tractors, Box 126,
Sedalia, Ky. Located in
rear of Datsun fork lift
.building._
,EXPERIENCED
SURVEY lady to work
---frortroinf IOU* nr
'lerestdd write Pyramid  
Insurance Company, 203
N. Lake Street, Paris,
Tenn. 38242.
brown. Wearing flea -WANTED SOMEONE to
collary.Found near NISLL.-....4weak garden. Call 753,--
Library. all 753-3991. 7207
LOST MOIL male white
popdlel„in. Highway 121
South and Locust Grove
Road area. Last seen














shrubs and build a brick
or block flower bed. -Call
_71W311.
HELP WANTED - day
or evening part thpe
phone sates work. Light
ice or delivery. Mud .
have car. Call 753-131111:'




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WANTED TO BUY, iced
showcase. Also used









chair, 8 track Craig. Call
753-0796.
4 ELF. Arian tiller. G. E.
T. V., black and white..
Electric range,
Kelvinator. Call 492-
' - 3535 -• •
MAIDS wanted. Apply in
_ person at Murray Plaza
Court. No Phone calLs.
SALES6L1N'S . DREAM
One • of the newest,
• hottest items on - the
market, MAPAKAM
MARQUEES. Fantastic -
new concept in. signs.
Easy_to sell. Very high
earnings potential.
Work your area; your
hours. MAPA1CAM, Inc
-2001 E. Dale,
Springfield, MO - 65803.
NEED RzwrAuRort -
_hafel=ema7t.  t s  
WANTED A ShLE§
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in UW
idurrax_ and. This is
-your opportunity --to
make good money aSsa
sales person. II_ 
terested cell Gene Allen",
, 502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky. •




odd jobs'. Call 753-2853.
16 Home Furnish ngs
ASHLEY WOOD heater,














table, 4 -chairs. Ei-
cellent condition. Cali
492-8469 or 492-8307. Nip
N Tuck Upholstery and-
Used Furniture.
-a
GAllitTOVE for sale. Call
112164171:- -
TRUCK TOPPER. Fits BLACK AND WHITE'
long wheel base. Call checked bedspread and
435-4311 after 5 lined drapes. full size
bedspread. Drapes - 76"
BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUE
lined drapes for 2 single
' winclows -and one for
patio door. Aqua blue.
Call 753-4946 after 6...p.
m.
FOR SALE: small. two-
wheel garden teactor
_ with p tan' disc.
Phone 753-1111
YAZOO MASTER




clothes, size 7. Call 474-
8824 or 753-9308.
• A Eli 


















RCrl'O TI1.1.ER, Gilson, 4
h. p. with furrow at-
tachrne.pt. _Excellent
condition. Operated less








H. P. JOHN DEESE
- mower. Also 10 11.• p:
Case mower with snow
blade - trailer. Phone
436-2489.
14. Want To Buy
USED GIRLS bicycle. 24"
or 26". Call 489-2221.
_ COINS AMERICAN and





ditions, and If -
interested send resume .
today to P. 0,, Box 32B-1,
Murray.
WANT SOMEONE TO
live in and care for semi-








































Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
None mod sod operated ovef 'PO years Do not sir any contract
Imola job it finished
100 South 13th St. - Phoae 753-3914



















wide and 45" long. Like






345-2633 for Faris Fan
Dryers. Dealer. for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman durinji 
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE: 14 ft.'
aluminuro boat, la h. p..
Johnson motor, trailer,
will sell at 3:30 p. m.
during the AUCTION at
524 South 6th Street,
Saturday, April 2, JOHN
RANDOLPH REALTY
AND AucrioN co.
BARGAIN, 12 ft. fishing
boat with 91/2 h. p. motor
and trailer. Make offer.
Call 753-3949.
1% H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling






















, wheels, low mileage,
excellent condition,
$4500. Sears tent, sleeps
March. 6; good condition, $85.
.5
ELECIROLUX SALES






$45.00. We rebuild your






1967 MF 300 combine,




Tractor has wide front
end, hydraulic lift, good
tires. Runs good. Looks
like new. $1200. Call 436-
2448 after 4 p. m.
-tt:EAN-lercear: -FOR ALL YOUR fencing
so easy to do with Blue needs. Call AAA Fence
Lustre. Rent electric supply Co., 1-444-6110,








Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892. •
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 714 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
m.
TWO YEAR Ow G. E.
refrigerator, electric
range, Kenmore electric
dryer and used sofa. All
in excellent condition
and priced to sell. Call
7534758.-
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10.126'„ in good con-
dition: Price $35• Can
NICE CABBAGE,
so-rtv‘ MAI LING MY tomato, pepper and.,
CHRI t-TMAS CARDS flower plants. Lynn
AHEAD OF Grove Egg Co., 4354197.
TIME .
LAWN BOY 21" solid
state, 1977 medel. Used
twice. Aging, $175. Call
436-2121.
AIR CONDITIONER
16,500 BTU in veri Pad
condition. (kiy $125.
_ -No. 7 Dill:Tesarer-
/at Laif IOU --
FOREVER ... AV A II, ABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. cut
your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., las Story
Avenue. 753470.
mu* y • USED
pjp RI and
sell. Refinish \ and
reupholster. Cabinetry
work done. Call 489-2752.
•
$' SIIREWINDER Busbog,
lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5670.
20 Sports Equ:pment
1972 14 FT. Jon boat with
IS h. p...Euinrude motor
and trailer. Call 489-
. 2436.
1171 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor
Call 753-6883.
PING LONG table.
Regulation size. Bar and





15' SWISS SIX. 40 Ii. p.
Johnson motor, electric
start, Dilly trailer
( break down), battery,
paddle, 2 life jackets.
$800. Call 753-3194.
1967 MUD BUGGY, 50 h.
p. motor. $400. Call 753-
9407 after 4 p. m.
FOR SALE: 14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery. the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 7534351
pool table with ac-
cessories, good . con-
dition. $200. One 18"
cymbol, $50. Electric
base guitar with amp,
top condition, $150. Call
489-2216.
PORTABLE EAR WITH





Both in good condition.
Call 492-8333.
17 Mohile Home Sales
1972 12 x 54 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned a
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5 p.m.
1974 12 x 65 unfurnished 2
bedroom house trailer.
Has air conditioner, 200
amp service pole, un-
derpinning and small
'porch; Good condition.
Moving, must sell. Call
489-2792.
MAR"! AND LOT-for
sale. In Baywood .Vbtai -
near lako, wet cat-- 15 MONTH OLD Mule
489-2637, horse. Call
_ FIVE BLACK ANGUS
nd„„se cows with young calves
Four
miles South of Lynn-
ville, Ky. Call 753-7802 or .
822-3734 after 4
EIGHT BOXER "VP-
PIES. Six weeks OK











1974 ?A x 54 Mobile Home.
Located in Riviera
Courts. Call 762-2896 or
753-6776 after 5:30 p. m.
NEW LOCATION for
Paris Mobile Homes is
Highway 64149 % mile
south of Paris. Large
display.. of sectional
homes' good values-.




EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 7u s
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe tb all 8
acres. All within 2 Years
old. Beautiful location.
.Call after 6 p. m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.




brakes and air con-
dition. Two bag mot-tor
mixer with 2 h. p.
electric motor. 20"
Masonry table saw with
5 h. p. electric motor.
1969 International
Forklift with 3000 lb. lift.
Gasoline motor tamp.
1000 gallon underground
type fuel tank. Call 247-
1948
MOBILE NORM and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
FOR RENT ANY -Ilse
office space. Electric
heat, private bath. South
5th Street. Across from
Parkers Grocery. Call
753-5595, 753-5000, or 753-
4342.
3; Wart To Rent
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
MSU STUDENT wants to
rent house with small
acreage for horses. Can_
767-4833.
32 Apartments For Rent
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 Ii Rid o




,Knight SW receiver; 5
bands, $25. Ham-CB
Beam antenna, V-quad,
8db gain. 140. Call 753-
9845 after 5 p. m.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
small monthly payment
on $25" color TV. J and




Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x IR mobile home,
2 bedrooms, 1 both, gas
heat. $3700 or take over
payments. Call 247-9497.
DOUBLE WIDE trailer,
24 z 50. 1970 Midway
Partially carpeted. Call
753-44e3 after Sp. in.
•
x 31111111A$LER for sale




ARC IRISH Setter pup-
pies for sale. Three
males and 2 females. Six -
weeks old. Call 753-9507...
REGISTERED MALE -
Beagle, 5 months old.
Mostly black. $40. Call
753-9520.
30 OALLoN AQUARIUM
. with all accessories.




crossed 10 week old
puppies. They have
been wormed and had -
shots, $25 each. Ap-
plicants most live in_ the
country eft, snit-major
highway where dogs can
 ,fri*,-Call 753,4172.
MI. BLOODED Spitz


















Shifting 8 a. m. - ? 809
Doran Rd. Antiques,
-toys, household articles,
clothes, baby and adult.
GIGANTIC YARD SALE.
Every Saturday and
- Sunday at Rocky Point
• Flea Market, Highway




161sn ED apArt- efit; 1Idt 189
brick duplex. Carpeted, Robertson Road. Across
private entrance. 213 from golf course.
Elm. Shown by ap- Plants, material, but-
pointrnent only, ndcrafts, -*od-
or 753-5397. odds and ends. Saturday,_ ,-
•.1 8-5,
FURNISHED TWO room
apartment for rent. Call
753-4871.






heat and air. Private
sleek. Call 753-7550.
34 Houses For Rent
. -
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
home in Murray. Kit-
chen and living room
furnished, washer and
dryer in large utility








LAND OWNER with 2.21
fire cured tobacco base,
tobacco barn, with stick.
Willing to rent land,
base and barn for I.% of
tobacco crop. Call 482-
8122.
36 For Rent '..ease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20:60 on 305 N. 4th. Can
753-5811.
CARPORT SALE, 1605:









• failed to get listing in_4






unlimited potential for- -
---"income. Call 753-8080 or
come by BOYD
MAJORS REAL






BUSINESS FOR SALE in
downtOwn Murray.
Waldrop Saw and Lock
Shop with lawn mower
repair. Also McCullock
and Homelite chain
saws and new lawn
mowers. This store is
doing a very good
business. But owner
needs to retire due to
health Call Fulton
; Young Realty for















22$ :AORE FARM'ordy 2
Epiles -from Ky. Lake.
fteitable for row crop er
ottle. Good access, _
Mahy fine building sites. -
Jain C. Neubauer
-Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
IDEAL RETIREMENT
home and 40 acres with
lovely landscaped
grounds including four
ponds in wood setting.





for horses , -pine forest
, with walking and riding
trails meandering to, a
ree • _. beautiful large one acre
Ski - lake surrounded 
by.
wooded hillsides. You'll
not see another picture
- this pretty in this area.
For an appointment to
wi see this property phone
Kopperud Realty 753-



































































west -side of Murray.
Drive-by and take a look
or let us show you this
lot located on Hickory
Drive. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for incire
information on this lot
and other choice lots we.
currently have listed. -
You can rely on Kop-
43. Rea; r.late




Keniana Shores, it is set
'up for one or two family
living. The main house
-has such fine features
as; cehtral heat and at
fireplace, and a porch on
three sides so as to enjoy'
the vier better. The
basement apartment
has Its own entrance for
true privacy. Call us
today for further details.
John C, Neubauer Real
Estate, 753-014 or Tim
Graves, 436-2321. '
SELECT FROM TWO (2)
large, sensibly priced,
",attractively - wooded
lots, lacing on 1)5-641, 5









located 'on 2 wooded







75' x 110' x 191' x 172'
camel, let ...with shade
,trees. In a restricted
area. Call Bookrack,
porod _Realty Ls.. t••Il 7534821 or after 6, 436-wl - ----venter lot in town. You '•time cofhpetene real "1°.  new white letter tires,
estate service. 
 must see to appreciate. - ailver -with -- -Excel*. 
atewe Mr* 0  a._
eface on place seiung -Sleepa 6. Gall 753-644x Dublin, 753-7443.
10 ACRE FARM, 4 intles
South on 121. Three
bedroom- house, stock
bane bog_ parlor. All
fenced for hogs. Call 753-
0978.
45 ACRE FARM and
house. Near Ledbeelyr
Church. One mile' from
Kentucky Lake. Call 753-
7945 or 753-2664.








large lot. 1107 South 16th











location._ See to -ap-
preciate. 'Call 753-8062.






easily be made into_ an
ipartment7 Ap-
proximately 1600 sq.. ft.














cut, or •at 621 Broad Street or
TIUCIAN prompt. ef-call 7534527. 4707.
1970 PLYMOUTH station
wagon. All power and
air. Call 437-4643. .
1970 FORD FAIRLANE
- wagon. -Good condition.
Call 345-2794. '
-1965 VALIANT for sale.
Good running condition.
Call after 6 p. m. 753-
49 Used Ca,s & Trucks
1976 ynunon yz 1251 4 1917 -CADILLAC,
-Needy- beep 
need' - Good 
tires' 
, runi perfect.Excellent condition. Call75n 8695,. call 436_2658.
-- •
1976 YAMAHA 400, must
sell. Call 753-2231.
49 Used Cars it Trucks
1971 CHEVY 'STATION
Waton. V-8 automatic,













brakes. Air condition. V-




dition. $1250. Call 489-




Sleeps sii. Call 7534904.
WILL DO BABYSIT-
TING, experienced. Call
753-0305. 106 South 13th.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling.
bills. Call .Doug Taylor
at •251-2310 for free-
-estimates.
' FENCE SALES AT
light hauling. call 753._. LICENSED ELEC- Call 753-51127 or 7531V-96  
ficient service. NO lob ILL
too mall. Call Ernesto
White, 753-0605.
RAVING' TROUBLE
getting those Small NEED ▪ YOUR -YARD -
plumbing jobs done? mowed? Call Eck Har- -
Then call 753.6614. - coure4e3.285r-- _
HOUSJEKE and





work needs call John
Lane. Phone-753-8669 or
426-2586. 
SEARS now. Call Doug _ 
Taylor at. 753-2310 for





• your specifications. Call






WILL-KEEP ONE or two
small children in my
1969 STARCRAFT pop up heme. 'Reasonable, 206
camper. -Call 753-3798_ -Elm Street:
D G E
TCHALLENGER in good 
WO CAMPERS, one 17',
condition. $1300. Call and •cine 
12'. eelf -con-
taine




$350. Call 489-2451._ _
1972 FORD 1 tonVith van
bed. $2,800. 1966
Chevrolet, 11/2 ton, Coca
Zola -1;44-6-s-cylinder-,
$800. 1959 Willis jeep
Pickup with-dark) bed,
$400. Cali 48101_19..
1 9 7 2 „O MOTHER OF THREE




49 Used Cars & Trucks 51 Services ()tiered
1971 MERCURY Mon- BLACKTOPPING, seal •




















ton, air cunditioued. See - 
, estimates. Quick diting.
NU TREES
LICENSE 'ELEC-
.,. TRICIAN and fps in-
stallation - will do
plumbing, heating and






_ Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
South 1'2th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1951 IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
QUIET COUNTRY 
sale- by-- owner. Ap-
proximately 66 acres
LIVING --in Elkst-31.'-'1111,11bTe, Mad frontage,
Manor. A white brictiel priced less than $700 per
bedroom ranch home on 4. acre. Call David King,
large lot. Hai 'electric- 7534355.
basebeaed-heee -




basketball court. A nice





TWO LOTS - One has
good we,ll, septic tank
and water lines. Sell
together or separate.
. Call 436-2383.
45 Farms For Sale
TWO ACRES OF _land






-Two miles West of










113 S. 4th 753-2835
1973 PLYMOUTH
Satellite. 400, 4 barrel;
15' SHASTA camper with
refrigerator and oven. I SEW FOR PUBLIC, also
Call 753-6194 -after 5 p. 12,000 miles. Eight track - cheap. Call -498-8324.m.
Spring Has Spring
(Let's Hope)
How would you like to own...
ONE ACRE ON SOUTH 12TH STREET
inside the city limits to either build on now or
hold until we have a city council that knows the
property should be zoned BUSINESS. At the
price I wilL take you can afford to wait a long
time. I haveliv(four of these lots available im-
mediately.
Priced from ialL804044ke36a
Reduced $8,500.00 to $9,900.00
DON'T DELAY
I expect -teem to sell within 5 days. There is




bath, white brick 9n
Oaks Country Club Golf
course. In the 60's. Call
7534931.
For Sale or Lease
At
13th & Poplar
Zoned B-2; Ideal for-any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real iEstate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.
Call David King - 753.255
NEW BRICK home
beautiful wooded lot on
• elighwey Ki miles
North of Hm•bi. Two.,.
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Gail 527-1087.
UNDER $30,000. For sale
by owner.- 3_ -bedroom
brick,- spacious corner
lot on Johnson Blvd. Pay
equity and asseme 7 per
cent V. A. loan with $175
monthly payment or re-
finance. For ap-
pointment call 753-9334
after 5 p. .m.
DELUXE NEW 4
bedroom house with 21/2
baths, formal dining




BY OWNER nice, neat 3
bedroom brick .home
with carport and storage
with utility room. Mid
20's. Call 753-4187.
FOUR BEDROOM
BRICK, on 21/2 acres, 5
minutes from town. Low
30's. Call 753-7620.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
-- ft 'living space. Phone
753-7857-.
4 7 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA 750, one
owner. 3300 miles,
Windjammer. Contour
seat, back rest and
luggage rack. Front and
rear crash bars and
other extras. Call 753-
5267 before 6 p. in., 753-
8721 after 6 p. m. -
tape and CB. $3300. Call .• 753.3134„____
753-7522. _
1973 FORD STATION





Aside and out. Call 753-
4136. -
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air condition. New tires.
$1200 -or beet offer.
Three rail motorcycle
trailer, with 12" wheels.
.$140..Call 1-3544061 after
• 3 p. m.
1976 JEEP CJ-7, hardtop
with air condition. Low
mileage. Call 753-9400
after 4 p. m.
1973 DODGE POWER
wagon. N ton, 4 speed.
1975 Jeep, Renegade
package, lots Of extras.
.1612  btawsnlia Dr
1968 CORVETTE, silver
metal flake. 327 4-speed '
.... with 2 tops. Good poll-
ditein.- $2950. Call 753-
4469 after.6 p. m.




V4, $2400. Call 753-7645
after 5-p-.nr--
ROOFING, or roof repair.
1976 SCOTTY 15' alee , Jackie Youngblood,
fay self-contained, a New Concord, 436-2712.'
sway control, spare tire, , 
TV antenna, awning,





town Planning'  a
15' 'CAMPER - sleeps
1967 4.-11k.Ve II. 'Wood
shape. Gall 753-7792. -













0711 CAMARO V-S, Cr, 3'
speed, AM-FM cassette
stereo; excellent cond-
ition;- Must Sell. $1995.
Call 436-2591.
1941 ' CHEVROLET
1973 DATSUN 240Z, 4 PICKUP, 383 motor,
speed, air condition. modified. Good con-
$4100. Cell after 5, 753- - dition. $1,800. Call 753-
4190. - 7230 or 7534954.
1971 MONTE CARLO,'
power steering, brakes
and air. .53,000 actual
miles. Local car. Call
753-5644.
IN GOOD SHAPE. 1968
Fairlane station wagon,
V-1, 302 automatic, With
air, new tires, and
betteeY-Qtie- big saddle,




mag wheels, good tires
for Ford or Plymouth.
$10. Coin operated
drink box $85. 1969 El
Camino, $950. Call 489-
2595.
1972 750 TRIUMPH 
Trident. $1100. Call 753- 1971 MAVERICK, 4 door,















We will be hiriN for day
shift as well as night shift.
1972 tCHEVROLET Im-






work don tler -Travel
Equip. Coep. $100.00.
A real buy. Call 753-
0221 or may bitien at
B-2, „ pack. Estates,
Murray.
vaca 753ref,;;
four, contact Gunner' Milry" Leaning'
Nance at 753-4015 or 753-








rocked. Sand and lime













and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - ,planning to
GET YOUR HOUSE completioe. Call now
ready-- for summer:- Roy Harmencer-
Contrect painting and penter Shop, 753-4124.
home improvements 
Free estimates. 
Kline NORMAN K E M
'and
after 5 p. in: • repair. Plumbing -
URIVEWAYS white 
Electric, Heating -




Garrison. Call 753-5429 AWM. 
.after 4 p. m.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night. -
• PAINTING INTERIOR
,___and exterior, by the hour
• or job. For free estimate,
753-8343 or 753-2467.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-









hauling, - and bush--
hogging. e'rec
estimates. Call 436-2382.
Want to live like Royalty
on o Commoner's Budgets'
Put MARBLE in that bathroom.
It's fit for a kinn.! and will make her (eel
like a queen.
Even if you never have the title, you CAN
have the MARBLE. You'll find it at
Thornton Tile
& Marble
"Quality that will Pleosi.'
6i 2 South Ninth 753 5719
BR
12(12
FOR. A FREE _estimate
on stump removal.--







..d.rite Morgan. _Con- . 
.struction Robte












Steam clean one min at
8-cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, 11m1t3,.e10, A 10' k
10' room would only be




FREE -=•• Female part-
collie_ Five-months old.
Brown. Will make a
lovable pet. Call 7* 
3994. -,
-FREE - Male- -mixed
breed dog. Five months








hoe Nee votil 1114y 1.), 1477, we we came to year
" Km, pcki-4, 41or ...á.oir coollihmor owl
I dr le itareeilly having cookone.
overw•hir, Imo pm, Old 00 hodh4174 parts Vie
nee simper bo outer mow hóhprossre foxl bye .r
fichney 40efeelot
I. Choi 4/141•44.44.01 dioneetire- orlon. foe
*masa War remiss
J. Cask mkt 441.1609, d' heat comanwer
4 Meal leter,orl Wore.
ALL THIS FOR'..i,_
The, price Is let • 141444. vtailithes. rihiled vorgeWs44•140.01.z.74.44,11.4 %Ow
Own 4 het hone the., mod W.* sid•-•40 Ansa miy. . *.
'Offer good soh. Gamow mil serresairq com4h4 he so one ..v.. *caps or4ors foe
11110110.N. I•Or NA. bum Iftrevy Phew 733-1713
I \
Ward-Elkins
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-1713
Et Savo Clip & Save
SELECT-DON'T SETTLE
Wilson
Iteyievi the quality and spacious
area of this home with all the
advantages you would request and
want in the future. There is wan to
well carpet, disposel range, dish
washer and exhaust ton The home
-aes electric walliteaters and cooled
by two window air conditioners:
Neese cell for edditional in-
' formation and the appointment to










Insurance and Real Estate AyeriC y, Inc.
202 S. 41% St.
Clifp it Savo
2 5 3-3163 Anymie
Clap ft Sava
tti
• . • •





For J. W. Redder?'
• The funeral for J. W.
Redden-of Murray Route Four
wilt tie held Sunday at 2:30 p.
m. - at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church where he was
inernberAviirthe ReV,Ralri-
Th Connell.of Hook insville and
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
'officiating.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
.
Haffoid'(kielen) Carroll, Alm°
Route One; five grand-
children. ,
Funeral -arratigernents are
incomplete but friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman




























body 'Will be at the Chaneywhere •friends may call.
Mr. Redden, age 60, died Funeral Home in Hickman
Friday at 6:55a. -m. at his which is in charge of
home-He is survived by his arrangements.
wife, Mrs. Willie Brandon -
.Reddendaug
CurtiS,- son, -Jesse:Redden, .
Youtfi'D,- liter, .birs. Terry 
,sister,  Mrs. Conn Spencer, and • •






Henry C. Jones Is
Dead At Age-49
Henry-C.-Janes- of Murray
Roate Three died Friday at
-12:40 p.m. at the' Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 59 years ofage and his
death followed an extended
-Mr. Jones was a retired
employee of the Murray
Division of the Nappan
Company and was a member
of the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian ,Church. Born
May 26, 1917, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Henry Jones-and'
Emma York Jones. =
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Buti Carroll Jones, to whoni
he Was married in December
Ancil Mansfield of Hick-
man, Ky.., father of local
-barber Paul Mar,artd, Shad ,
F.riday night at the Veterans
Hospital kidney dialysis
center in Nashville. Mr.
Mansfield was. 59 years old at
the time of his death.'
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at this time. The
ay Sunday
— Sunday, April 3, will be the
Youth Day at the-- Sinking
Spring, Baptist Church when
- the youth will be teaching and
leading-in the Sunday School
and also at the eleven a.m. 
worship service: - Latter Day Saints
The Rev. David Butler from
the Ninth and 0. Baptist
Church, Louisville, will speak
.Sunday-Morning. Testimonies
will be given by some of the
youth of the church.
_ The Youth Choir will sing
"Take Up Your Cross and
Follow Me" with Tommy
Scott as director and Mrs.
Scott at the piano and Miss
Judy Hughes at the organ.'
Renee Boyd, Judy Brawn, and
John Brown will sing "Follow
-Jesus.". -
Lake Hall, _deacon of the
week, will be visitinethis 
week with the pastor, the Rev.
Lawson Williamson 'who will
1938; one daughter, Mr's- Edna -speak at the 7:15 p.m. worship.
Bogard, Murray Route Three; service on Sunday. This
two sons, J. W. Jories-,--620--Sunday will be Building Fund
Broad Street, Murray, and Day for the church
filerm"-Jones-,- Murray Route- -this Arii;e2.,..for Apra-will be
Three; one sister, Mrs. Ovie mike Lovins, 753-7459, and in
(Eva) Lee, Alrno Route One;.. charge Of Children's Church
several nieces including Mrs. for April will be Dwayne and
Edwina Bucy.
Volunteer nursery worker 
will be Dot Morton, Mary-




The Rey. Dr. Bill Whittaker
will speak at the-serVices-at
7:00 p.m. tonight (Saturday)
_ and. an Sunday at 10:45 a.m.
and 7:00 p. m. of the- First
Baptist -Church. Gus Robert-
son, Jr., will direct the song
setvice with Alene Knight as
pianist and-Jean Bowker as
-Orrafirst an& dirtk•tor of the
choir.
-Taking the ,of• fering on
Sunday' will be Paul Dailey,
. Jr., Tim Miller, Dale Cochran,
Allen McCoy, Bobby Mc-
.__Vowell, Bob Ward, and B. B.
Boa-. • -
Voluntelr nursery workers
will be Mrs. Don Blalock, Mrs.
Vaughn Vandts-grift, Mrs.
Howard Newell, Mrs. James
Rogers, Dr. and Mrs. Rex
GalloWay, Miss Dana English,
Miss Lisa English, Mrs.
Calvin Morris, Miss Mary
Morris, Miss JUliejSams, Mrs.





Slides and discussions on
archaeological evidence of the
Book of Mormon will be
presented by, the Murray
Branch of the Church of Jesus
-Christ of Latter Day Saints on
Sunday, April 3, at 5:30 p.m. at
-the building, located at Seuth
- 15th- and Sycamore Streets,
Murray.
BM Corner of Michigan who
holds the office of Seventy in
the Priesthood will be the
_guest speaker for the evening.
-Members -Of the- Murray
Branch welcome the public to
attend and discover -Anetent,
America.
Steven Estes, 301 North ,
Fourth Street, phone 753O'
is _kr_anch president or the
chore& Services
foilows:sattlioad 9:00 a.m.,




1 Semi. - 6 Number
Sunday Schoal-'iyill be at ' s Tally ' WA statefabbr 110 : 00 a .1.0,, arid._ church .. ,14;,Schte,book 10 Weirder
Trainiu-Will be at 6;30 p.m. 1., Teutonic . 11 
Paper • -
- ••- deity measure
--- .- - 151nstruct (pi). -
. _. . -
. _ i zsun gnu 13 Inclined
16Three-toed -
sloths 16 Cry like
THA/' 141T.E.-E.4.1.1It.kii. TREE r
FELL OVER DURING THE
STORM ,THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENC‘i HAS
NO EVIDENCE AGAINST ‹X.)
v., 4
Li)HENj &Rad
VP, I',i),•%NT TO j EVER), -
















































- 21 PronOun - • - •Ding Pan
21 Atrocious
23 Part of play 34 Weasels ostrich
25 Perverts 35 Va.cation 41 Row
27 Gcal place 47 Mongrel
29 Golf motiad 36 Sowed 48 Capuchin
32 At right 37 Chemical . monkey
angles to compound 51 Negative
' keel ot ship 40 Cut of meet 5.144ebrevi









Farrell. . . (COntinued from Page I)
Farrell's name Is knoiefi .Bducatott: Associ ati1601
• -
beyond the boundaries of the (KMEA) and for about 25
campus as well. He wii.s.,ap- years has worked as manager
Pointed by fernier Gee.- Bert- -of the-regional:music festivals •
Combs as a member of the held each year on the Murray
Kriticity Arts Conunission State campus. He was
and served aboutIO-Years presented a KMEA
Last spring he was one 002 distinguished service award
Kentuckians-- whose names earlier this year.
were added to the Honor Roll At the 'local level, Farrell
plaque of the Music Educators was one of the organiiers of
National Cen‘erenee "in the- the•Civic•-blitate- Association
new national haadquarters'of and served.as its president
that organization in Reston, some 12 years.
Va. He is a member of several
He has served as president other professional and. civic
of the Kentucky Music organizations and a past
president _ of - the MurrayDr. Sam Dodson To Rotary Club.
Before joining the MurraySpeak Sunday At State faculty, Farrell was a
band director- and music
Methodist Church supervisor in the Illinois
public schools for several
The Rev. Dr. Samuel R. years and played in the Third , ,a
enDodson, Jr., senior minister of - Atmy Band in the European , 
trw -. Moseley, Vernon An-
the Broadway : United Theater during -a tour of derson, Joe Garland, and
. Methodist Church, Paducah, military duty. - Kerry Gillihan. Serving the
apdience 'during April will bewill be the guest speaker at He is married t in the former 
Donald Rnbersenlo-Jainesthe services at 7:00 p.m. on Beatrice Alexadder of 
Sunday,' April 3, at the First Riverside, Ill. They have a son Harris, Chuck Adams, Ray
Farley, Stafford Curd, Russell .e.-'
Karraker, Rim Ragsdale, Ken s Mary HansingUnited Methodist-Church, Richard who teaches history •
om iaisson ry to 1
Murray. The Yolith Choir of at. Murray Middle School and . - .. India. 
. ,
Ctird,- Joe- -Parker, Jamethe church will sing at the daughterKathleenh ' 
service.-




Missionary To Speak At
U
First-ChristianChurch'
Guest speaker for the Palm
Sunday servicy on April 3 at
10:45 a.m. at the--First
Christian Church (Dlsciplésof
Christ) will be Miss Nary
Han-tag, a short,tefrn
minister"..oL .the -Murray
Church from 1968-1973. A
social hour will follow, the
worship services on Sunday
evening.
The _Rev. Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., has announced
that the Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Bea Farrell as.organist, will
present' a program of Easter.
Music at the services on Palm




The-youth -grairtps will meet
Sunday at 5,13t) p.m. for supper
followedby a '
-Pr6ject Independence" by
'Bonnie Ashby, social worker
-for- the Bureau of Social
Services at 6:00p.m.
Y the a 6r-eh-Will
celebrate the Sacrament of
Holy Communion in the
sanctuary at 7:00 p.m.
Ammo' to Friday's POzzle
MB MD WWIInnn enn orynnn























APPS IN PERSON AT
*1-/-4` ‘OLD'eFIRY Heuse;
medical secretary in Cin-
cinnati. Both are graduates of"
Murray Stata.- , • ..
Farrell said he and his wife
will continue to make- their
home in Murray.
MURRAY LODGE •
- Miirray Lodge Ni. ,tet'Free
and - Accepted Masons will
hold a regiala.r-fneeting at the
lodge hall- on Main Street on
, April 4, at 7:30 On.
membfrs are urged' to




Guest speaker at the 10:45
a.m.. warship Services on
Sunday, April 3, at the First
Presbyterian Church, Mai
and 16th Streets, will be the
Rev. Bill Peterson, executive
from Hopkinsville with the
West Kentucky Presbytery.
His sermon topic will be
"Journey To?" with scripture
from Luke 19:28-44: Kathy
Mowery will be choir director
and Jim Wright will be
.1 :At II/
•
The sacrament of baptism
will be observed at the mor-
ning service along with the,
reception 'of four new mem-
bers - Anne and Keane
Gregory, Kevin Geurin, and
Susan Carp.
Orders are being taken for
Easter lilies for Easter
Sunday in memory of a loved
one to be used for the church




will hold revival services
starting Tuesday,April 5, and
continuing, through Friday,
April -a, -with ierviCes at 7:130
.p.m. each evening.
.The Rev. Mitch Lampkins,
formerly of Benton, now
pastor of the Farmont Baptist
Church, Louisville, will be the
speaker. Special singing will
be by the YOtth Quartet, The
nursery will be available for
each service,
. Baptist Church, 'Parts, Tn., Services Sunday
Ron Newberry Will be the
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and 6:0111.- p.m. .worship
services on Sunday, April 3, at
the Seventh _NO Poplar
alurAlehanofJonCliersistWilljedirrYecItkIthilse
Vealtr the ill *
be James Herndon, Keith
Higgins, and Greg Garland.
Ron McNutt and Ed Thomas
Will make-the announcements.
Prayers will he led by Larry
Evans, Jim Walston, Wayne
Wilson, Jimmy Ragsdale,
Billy Nix, and David Wriglit.
Teen nursery, helper will be
Sheila McKenzie.
Presiding for The Lord's
Sapper on Sunday will be
Lamp, Art Jewell, and
Sujter. .
Nursery attendants for
APrit will bejfilda McKentie,
Ann Robert-on, Donna Wright,
Martha- Sue Ryan, Glenda
,Nlanners, Carrie Tim-








Ca/dwell, Charles Lamb, Gary
Lamb,. lack...110st. Forest
Boyd, Rule Suiter, Freed





'rhe Rev. Paid* imaterWill
be the evangelist at the
revival services to be held at
. the North Fork Baptist Church
startin,g Sunday, April 3, and
continuing-through Saturday,
April 9, with services at 7:30
p.m. nightly:
Tfie—gTiest - speaker is -the
pastor of  the Maplewood
The spealter is now set-ding
at the Indiajm School for the
Blind -at Indianapolis, Ind.,
--where. she- has been for the
past ten years. She graduated
from the Indiana School - of
Practical Nursing and
received her Nurses License.
She has served as a nurse at
the Comm unity Hospital and
St.. Vincent's Hospital, In-
dianapolis. .
Miss Hansing served as a
short-term summer
missionary in both North East
and South India on special
mu-sing projects and special
week-end • evangelistic
.missions, using her musical
talent4be- plans to serve in
North East Indio this coming,
May of 1977. •
The, church youth director,
Reith_Perkins, a--long time
friend of Miss Hansing, will
. introduce the _speaker, and
- Mrs.-RObert Pintoff will serve-
as worship leader. Murk and
Paul Austin will be. candle
lighters with Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Hoover To
Speak At Church
-Jim Boone and Mrs. Martha
Carter as greeters.
The "Children's PQM
Procession" will open the
•SuridaY morning services.
Margaret Porter will direct-
the choir in the anthem, "The -
Palms" with 0. B. Bonne, Jr., -
orasgsoanloiststt., and Jane Princis
Elders serving-
Henry Holton and Eugene
Scott. Deacons will 'be Henry
Fulton, B. D. Hall; John Ford
Hall, Coleman McKeel, Dan
McKeel, -Robert Puttoff, and
Steve Shaw.
Vesper services will be held
Sunday at 6:00 pin. when the ,r
pastor.the Rev. Dr. David C.
Roots; will show the Rasy Fogg-
Honduras Story What One
Person Can Do.
The- youth groups will meet
for choir practice at 5:00 p.m,„„,
supper- at 5:30 p.m., . and _











pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, Main and
Tenth Streets, will give- the
--,-'4State of theCharch Address"
at the 10:50 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, April 3, at
the church.
Mason Billington, deacon of
the week>and the Rev. Ron
Hampton, minister of music
and youth, will assist' in the
services. The Sanctuary Choir
will sing the call to worship,
Special music Will be a
trumpet trio by Dan Dixon,
Sharon ,Outland, and Wayne
Scott Cathey; and a duet by
Rob Lough and George-Leivisr
NeW hyrrum/8 are being
purchased and given to the
church in memory or in honor
of loved ones, and at the
Sunday morning services the
dedication service for the new
hymn books will be held.
"Events of Palm Sum*
and Good Friday", will be the
subject of the 7:00 p.m.
evening serrnon by- the _Rev,'according-. to the church .. White. The ordinance of The-  pastor. the fley, James The University Church of• • Lord's Supper will be  ob-
served, and special attune
be by Children I Choir.
Sunday SChoilk 9:40
a.m. and Church Training at




Two evening worshops for
Royal Ambassador workers
will be held at the Memorial
Church on Monday and
Phelps, who will be leading
the song service' for the
revive and a-Peaking -at the
Sunday morning worship
'hour.
Special -music -will be at
each service. Judy.Frieze will
be pianist and Carolyn
Paschall will be organist.
Episcopal Church
Plans Services
The. SL John's Episc_opal
Church, Main and,.. Broach
Streets, . Murray, will have
_ /14.. la • 419
on Sunday, April 3, at 9:45
a.m. when Holy Communion
will be celebrated with ,the
Rev. Stephen Davenport as
the celebrant. _
Stephen Hale will _be the lay_
reader and Mike Shore will be
the acolyte. Ushers will be
Norman Klapp, Larry Doyle,
and Herman Olswing, Jr. Also
"Planting of the Grounds"
will be observed.
Charlotte Gregory. 753-1898 or The church- will also
the church office 753-6460 for, celebrate Holy Communion on
orders. by TueSday, April 5. Thursday, April 7, Maundy
'The guest speaker for the Thursday, at 7:00 p.m. with
worship service -on Easter., Ray Redden -as acolyte. The.
Sunday, April' 10, will be the - Confirmation - Enquirer's
Rev. Bill Porter of the United Class will be at 7:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry, -.Murray. Thursday. •
Christ will hear gro: Kenneth,
Hoover speak at the 10:30 am:
- and 13:00 psn. -services on
unday, April 3,
.Hismorniag sermop will be
"The Constant Quest" with
the scripture from Matthew
5:1-12 to be read by Tommy
Reid. "Take A Walk Around-
Yourself" with scripture from
Ephesians 5:8-15 will be the
evening sermon topic.
Ernie Bailey Will direct the
song service. Prayers will be
led by W. H. Brooks, R. B.
Barton, Leroy Eldridge, and -. 
Orrin Bickel. Leroy Eldridge
If • I. III I • 10 •
Serving The Lord's Supper
_will be Clarke Geslee, Pete
Wyro,_Charles Williarns, Tony
-Thompson, Don Shores,
Kenny Hodver, Tom Ballard,
__Ronnie Dunn, and J. P
Parker.
. Greeters will be David Fitts,
Jimniy Ford, and Robert
Hendon. Serving as ushers
during the gospel meeting to
continue throughout the week
at 7:00 p.m. will be Kenny
Hoover, John Gallagher, Jace
Wilsoh, and Duane Dycus.
Speakers at the University
Christian Student Center
during the coming week will
be Ed Timmerman and Wilson
Gantt.
Tuesday from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Calvin Fields of the State
Brotherhood Department will
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